The Home of
British Bathrooms

Utopia – the Home of British Bathrooms
Planning a dream bathroom might seem a little daunting but at Utopia, it’s all we do!
We understand you want to create a bathing retreat that is unique to you and we’re
here to help you find just what you’re looking for.
Our brochure is full of ideas featuring uniquely designed collections
that are sure to inspire.

Proudly designed and
manufactured in Britain
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Go shopping
Expert advice when planning a bathroom is crucial.
Our network of bathroom specialists are ready and
waiting to help you make the most of your bathroom.
They will clear up any questions, find the best solutions
and therefore help you make the right decisions. It’s
a good idea to tell them your planned budget so they
can recommend products within your price range.

Inspiration and
preparation

Remember to set a realistic
budget for your bathroom
Include a contingency budget of around
10% for little extras or luxuries.

One of our 600
bathroom specialists
can advise you on
every aspect
of planning
your
bathroom

Don’t forget to take your plans and ideas with you.

Get inspired
First of all, take your time and think about
how you want your bathroom to look and
what it must have. Start by searching for
inspiration, it’s all around; brochures, home
interior magazines, online portals, blogs and
even hotel rooms. Work out which styles and
colours you like and which bathroom design
suits you best. It could be a place for all the
family, a shared en-suite or a special spa
retreat just for you.

Keep an eye out
for our handy Style
Tips throughout this
brochure...

Measure your bathroom

Make your choice
When you’ve done all your homework you should feel
confident enough to make some decisions.
Once you’ve decided which collection and products you
want, your local Utopia bathroom specialist will take care
of the planning as well as arranging all of the necessary
steps for a bathroom renovation.
Typically their service includes:
•

Measuring your bathroom and advising on
plumbing requirements

•

Producing a detailed plan

•

Visualisation of your bathroom

•

Calculating costs to provide a detailed quote

•

Ordering and providing the chosen products

•

Professional renovation and installation of products.

Every new bathroom design needs a plan. It’s a good idea to create a floor plan
of your bathroom and include the most important measurements, including
where pipework, doors and windows are located.
Then decide which key items you want to include:
•

•

Most bathrooms are only big enough to accommodate the essentials.
In order to gain more storage, think about a fully-fitted bathroom or
a series of wall cabinets.
One of the biggest frustrations is the lack of storage in a bathroom
so remember to plan in plenty. It’s even more important in a small
room to prevent clutter building up.

Over budget..?
If the quotation for your dream bathroom
comes in at more than you were expecting,
ask your bathroom specialist to suggest
some cost-saving options.

Now follow our simple
step-by-step guide to
choosing your dream
Utopia bathroom…
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Why choose
a Utopia bathroom?

A step-bystep guide
to choosing
your Utopia
bathroom

1
If you haven’t already done so, measure and
draw an outline of your room and mark on
the plan where the basin, toilet and bath are
currently situated. Can you fit in a separate
shower enclosure and bath, or is a shower
bath your best option?

Follow our simple ten step guide to
creating your Utopia dream bathroom...

2

Expertise

Consider your type of furniture

We’ve been at the forefront of the UK bathroom industry for over 25 years and during this time we’ve encountered every
type and size of bathroom so can justifiably call ourselves the experts. It’s not just our ability to plan each and every
bathroom, no matter what size or shape, it’s our in-depth knowledge of how the products in your bathroom will be used.

Quality

Craft

Your bathroom must be able to withstand a daily
onslaught for many years to come. Our products are
produced to exacting quality standards so you can buy
with complete confidence.

We’re proud to be a great British brand at the forefront
of bathroom innovation. Our furniture is designed,
manufactured and hand-assembled in the Midlands from
the best quality materials, resulting in beautiful products
with the perfect functional performance to match.

Fitted furniture offers maximum
storage space and is designed
for easy fitting with all pipework
concealed behind the cabinets
and plinths. See page 14.

Wall-hung Modular furniture has a
very contemporary look. It requires
the water supply and waste pipes to
be hidden in the walls so needs more
preparation work. See page 48.

English

3
Care
Our products are engineered with the bathroom fitter in mind so that installation is as straightforward as possible.
Sustainability is at the heart of everything we do to ensure we make the minimal environmental impact. All our timber
products are sourced from FSC® certified suppliers meaning the wood used in our factory is sourced from
well-managed, sustainable forests. Total confidence in our products is reinforced by our comprehensive guarantee.

Freestanding furniture might
be for you if you want a more
contemporary look without the need
for additional building work.
See page 104.

Duck E

gg

English Parchment
White Glo

ss

Eton Oak

Once you’ve chosen your
furniture range and selected
your doorstyle, you can now
choose from the many colour finishes Utopia
has to offer. You’ll find our best-selling colour
combinations throughout the brochure, or for the
full range see pages 190 onwards.
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8

Choose your worktop from our laminate and solid
surface selections. Laminate is more cost effective
and solid surface provides a luxurious finish.
See page 180 onwards for the full choice.

7

a. If your new bathroom layout involves different
depths of furniture side-by-side, choosing solid
surface worktops means there are no visible joins.

If your chosen doorstyle doesn’t have a dedicated
handle, choose one to complement your doorstyle
from the options available on pages 194.

b. If you choose laminate, it comes with a standard
pencil edge detail. Solid surface worktops have a
choice of three edge profiles.

Are you opting for a separate bath and shower, or
do you need a shower bath? See the options on
page 140 onwards. All our baths are available with
co-ordinating bath panels or feature skirt (below)
to match your chosen furniture.

Our handles are factory-fitted as standard but, if you
prefer to customise your doors or drawers by locating
your handles elsewhere, please ask your bathroom
specialist to request your doors un-drilled when
ordering your furniture.

Image shows 20mm solid surface
inverted chamfer edge profile.

<

5

Our sanitaryware is specially designed to fit perfectly
with our furniture in both form and function.

<

a. For Fitted furniture, pick your basin style from our
range of contemporary, classic and traditional
styles. For Modular and Freestanding furniture,
you have a choice of what we call sit-on, integrated
or slabtop basins. See pages 130-139 for the
different types of basins and their benefits.

Plan your wall storage.
Valuable additional storage
can be gained by fitting wall
cupboards or storage units
- why not consider a mirror
cabinet above your basin
instead of a mirror? Options
start on page 166.

b. Toilets can be wall-hung, fitted back-to-wall
(integrated with furniture), or stand-alone, known
as close-coupled. Select a toilet from our range on
pages 130-139.

6>
Now for your brassware. To help you make the
right choice, we’ve organised these into groups of
contemporary, classic and traditional styles to help
you achieve the look you want. Choose your basin
taps first from page 150 and then choose your bath
and shower taps to co-ordinate.

9

10

Choosing tiles – are you fully tiling your
bathroom or just tiling certain feature
areas? Do you want matching wall
and floor tiles for a seamless look, or
contrasting tiles for added interest?
See our extensive range on page 172
onwards.
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We have a UK network of over 600
specialist retailers so you’re never too far
away from our fantastic products
and expert advice.

Bathroom planning
checklist
If you’re in the area,
why not visit our
extensive on-site
showroom, showcasing
over 30 unique
bathroom settings.
To make an appointment, call 01902 406400 or
email retailshowroom@utopiagroup.com

Bathroom dimensions
Measure and draw the room outline
Add windows and doors
If possible, mark which walls are load-bearing
Indicate where current basin, toilet and bath are located
If possible, mark the approximate location of hot and cold
water pipes, waste pipe/soil stack and radiator inlets

Furniture

Please visit our website
to download or request
a copy of our price list,
which details all units,
sizes and prices.

Visualise online
Our online Visualise facility is designed to give you an insight
into how your favourite products might look. See how different
styles and tiles work together in various sizes and shapes of
bathrooms.

www.utopiagroup.com/visualise-home
Look out for this icon throughout this brochure

Our website is also a great source of inspiration
including useful tools to help you make the right choice.

Fitted, freestanding or modular furniture?
Range selected?
Doorstyle selected, where applicable?
Door colour chosen?
Laminate or solid surface worktop chosen?
Handle selected?

Bathroom essential items
Basin chosen?
Toilet selected?
Bath and/or separate shower?
Brassware range chosen?
Utopia Bathrooms
Wolverhampton
WV14 0QL

Buying a
Utopia
bathroom

Visit our online
‘Find a Utopia
Specialist’
for a showroom
near to you.

Free sample
service
It’s not always easy to
be confident in the
colour you see in a
brochure or online so
take advantage of our free
sample service. We will send you
true colours of our finishes and samples of
our tiles and worktops to test out at home.
utopiagroup.com/bathroomsamplespage

Our guarantee
We know you’ll be happy with your Utopia
bathroom, but for complete peace of mind
we offer a minimum 5 year guarantee on
all Utopia products*.
All we ask is that you
register your guarantee
online once your
bathroom project is
complete.
*2 year guarantee on toilet seats and
concealed cisterns.

Wall and floor tiles selected?
Mirrors, lighting and accessories?

Don’t forget to share your beautiful new bathroom...
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FITTED
FURNITURE
ORIGINAL FITTED • i-LINE FITTED • ROSEBERRY FITTED • SYMMETRY FITTED

Units are designed to be fixed
flush to each other, creating a
full run of handy storage

Wide choice of basins,
typically a semi-recessed
(as shown), drop-in or
fabricated solid surface
basin.
Soft close doors and
drawers as standard

Choose a matching or
contrasting carcass
(except Roseberry Fitted)

FITTED
FURNITURE

Sturdy 16mm internal
carcass shelves are
tested to 10kg

Pipework runs behind the
unit and is hidden with a
clip-on plinth

Fitted - designed with family life in mind...
Choice and flexibility are key to the our Fitted bathroom furniture ranges. Use of floor-standing
cabinets, plinths and filler panels create a continuous run of furniture with an emphasis on
maximum storage space and minimum clutter, perfect for smaller bathrooms.

page 16

page 26

page 34

page 44
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LED downlights can
illuminate mirrors that
don’t feature lighting

“Duck egg and
beige – a classic
combination of
colours”

Tall sit-on units
provide extra
storage and
reinforce the
traditional style

Available in a selection of
finishes, pilasters create a
fully co-ordinated look

Della thermostatic
shower valve, sliding
shower kit and fixed
drench head

For even more
storage, opt for
a mirror cabinet
instead!

For ease of access to
the cistern, simply
remove the top fascia
of your toilet unit

A semi-recessed
basin is ideal for use
with fitted furniture

Spa
towel
ring

Create a vanity
focal point by fitting
drawers either side

Quantum Classical
back-to-wall pan
Soft close drawers and doors
are a standard feature

Natural Crème floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Original Fitted Furniture

Amelia in English Duck Egg
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“Create an
atmosphere of
traditional style by
fitting tall units
above your
toilet”

Della sliding
rail shower kit
Topaz Sparkle Gloss
laminate worktop looks
sensational with English
Duck Egg furniture

Della basin monobloc
mixer tap

Quantum Classical
semi-recessed basin
with one tap hole

Choose a heritage
colour to complete
the traditional look

Add pilasters
to create an
authentic
feature in your
bathroom
Add a touch
of glamour
with Classic
Crystal knobs

Detailing on
the Amelia
doorstyle
continues onto
the Quantum
Classical backto-wall pan

More paint effect finishes

Original Fitted Furniture

Amelia in English Duck Egg
Get the look...

English White

English Parchment

English Sage

English Grey

Doorstyle: Amelia. Door finish: English
Duck Egg. Handle: Classic Crystal knob.
Worktop: Topaz Sparkle Gloss laminate.
Basin style: Semi-recessed.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Classical.
Brassware: Della.
Floor Tiles: Natural Crème.

An elegant mix of traditional styling with contemporary
appeal, the classic Amelia doorstyle is offered in
beautiful painted woodgrain finishes or wood effects
for an authentic look.
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Metropolitan
White wall tiles

A mirror cabinet
above your basin
is ideal for storing
make-up and
medicines

70 x 25cm

Choose a shower
control to match
your basin taps
Pilasters add
a traditional
feature
in your
bathroom

“Choose a contrasting
finish for wall units to
co-ordinate with the
worktop or floor”

Add an authentic
traditional touch with
a ceramic drop-in
basin

Pilasters are
available to suit
both wall and
base units

Dual flush cisterns
save litres of water
each year
Combine an extra deep
vanity unit with our
standard depth furniture
to maximise storage space

Ebony Block floor tiles
60 x 15cm

Choose a co-ordinating
finish such as English
Parchment for pilasters
when choosing a gloss
finish on your doors
Choose a back-to-wall pan
from Utopia and your unit
fascias will be pre-cut and
foil wrapped

Luxurious Silver Grey
Shimmer solid surface
is not only durable but
looks sensational as well

Most popular Clara finishes

Original Fitted Furniture

Get the look...

White Gloss

Tuscan Gloss

English Parchment

English Duck Egg

Doorstyle: Clara. Door finish: Parchment
Gloss and English Grey.
Handle: Crackle Button. Worktop: Brown
Sandstone Gloss laminate.
Basin style: Drop-in. Sanitaryware:
Quantum Classical. Brassware: Salino.
Wall Tiles: Metropolitan White and
Metropolitan Grey.
Floor Tiles: Ebony Block.

Clara in Parchment Gloss and English Grey
Clara captures the enduring appeal of Shaker styling for the modern age.
It’s a simple but classic look that is at home in any style of property,
particularly when combined with subtle colour combinations.
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The sliding mirror
cabinet can be fitted
to the wall rather than
recessed, if preferred

Walnut 50mm worktops
add warmth to simple
neutral schemes

“Add warmth to a
simple colour scheme
using rich contrasting
wood-effect plinths
and worktops”

The sliding mirror
cleverly disguises
concealed shelving
and a shaver socket

Crema Canaletto wall tile
59.2 x 33.3cm

The Quantum
Square closecoupled toilet
features a soft
close seat as
standard

The striking
chrome square
flat bar handle

A swivelling spout
features on the
Paleto basin
monobloc mixer tap

For a more angular
basin, opt for the
Quantum Square
semi-recessed basin
Bath panels can match
your doorstyle as well as
your door finish

The reverse of
each door will
match your
chosen carcass
finish

For a fully co-ordinated
look, choose plinths to
match your door finish

Crema Canaletto floor
tiles look stunning with
limestone grout

Plinths hide
ugly pipework

Popular wood and gloss combinations

Original Fitted Furniture

Clara in Tuscan Gloss and Walnut
Get the look...

Ivory Gloss &
Durham Oak

Natural Gloss &
Grey Brown Linear

Tuscan Gloss &
Walnut

White Gloss &
Black Linear

Doorstyle: Clara. Door finish: Tuscan
Gloss. Handle: Chrome Square Flat Bar.
Worktop: Walnut laminate.
Basin style: Semi-recessed.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto. Wall Tiles: Crema
Canaletto. Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

Twin washbasins are the ultimate in bathroom luxury with dedicated storage
space beneath. This modern arrangement is beautifully balanced by the
sliding mirror cabinet which offers a sophisticated combination of display
shelving and concealed storage.
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Aluminium Canaletto wall tiles
59.2 x 33.3cm

White Matrix
wall tiles
33.3 x 20cm

More smaller room solutions
can be found in most of
Utopia’s ranges

For extra
storage, choose
a mirror cabinet
instead

If space permits,
choose a mirror
cabinet for extra
storage

“Reduced depth units
look every bit as
stylish as their full
depth counterparts,
yet take up around
50% less space”

Quantum Round semi-recessed
short projection basin with one
or two tap holes

Smaller room
solutions can be
found in most of
Utopia’s ranges
Soft tones of
taupe will add
warmth to your
bathroom

“Easily clean the floor
under your toilet
by choosing a
wall-hung pan”

Dedicated
Bella handle

Save on space with
the Quantum Round
semi-recessed
cloakroom basin

For a minimal, clean look,
choose plinths to match
your door finish

Soft close toilet
seats close gently
and quietly

Original Fitted Furniture

White Cloud floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Sophia in White Gloss and Midnight Grey Gloss
Perfect for smaller bathrooms, reduced depth furniture takes up very little floor space.
This functional run of furniture in a striking combination of dark grey and white gloss is a
neat and practical solution which includes valuable storage space.

1.2m
WIDE
RUN

1.0m
WIDE
RUN

Original Fitted Furniture

Bella in Midnight Grey Gloss
Even in the most challenging of rooms, it’s possible to
combine practical planning with style. In this cloakroom,
reduced depth units and a space saving basin maximise
an otherwise limited space.
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The shaver socket featured
in the sliding mirror cabinet
can also be used to charge an
electric toothbrush

The sliding mirror
cabinet looks
fabulous recessed
but can also be
fitted to the wall

Featuring LED lighting,
the sliding mirror
cabinet also offers
display shelving

Drawers are ideal for
storing smaller items
in your bathroom
such as make-up

Luca features a
specially designed,
integrated handle

Easily clean the floor under
your toilet by choosing a
wall-hung pan

Contemporary
and sleek - the
Luca doorstyle

Crema Canaletto floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

“For a more
contemporary feel
in your bathroom,
wall hang your fitted
furniture”

An alternative to
standard laminate,
50mm worktops
and framing are
available in a
selection of finishes

Popular finishes with Aragon Flint

Floating shelves
add style as well
as additional
storage

i-Line Fitted Furniture

Luca White Linear and Aragon Flint
Get the look...

White Gloss &
Aragon Flint

Parchment Gloss &
Aragon Flint

Durham Oak &
Aragon Flint

Grey Brown Linear &
Aragon Flint

Doorstyle: Luca. Door finish: White Linear.
Handle: Luca.
Worktop: Aragon Flint laminate.
Basin style: Semi-recessed.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto.
Wall Tiles: Crema Canaletto.
Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

A more contemporary look can be achieved by framing original
fitted furniture. Choose a surround such as Aragon Flint to
contrast against crisp White Linear doors and drawers. A
contemporary sliding mirror recessed into the wall
is a stylish and clever storage feature.
Please see page 190 for more i-Line framing finishes.
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The stunning detail
of rich Walnut
laminate worktops
For even more storage,
why not fit a unit above
your toilet

i-Line framing below
the mirror offers
cleverly designed extra
shelf space

Quantum Square
semi-recessed basin
with one tap hole

Frame your furniture
with our 50mm laminate
worktop surrounds

“Inject colour into
your bathroom
with zesty lime
accessories”

Match your bath
panels to your units by
choosing contrasting
panels and plinth

Silver Cloud floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

More neutral gloss combinations with Walnut

i-Line Fitted Furniture

Nadia in White Gloss and Walnut
Get the look...
Ivory Gloss &
Walnut

Tuscan Gloss &
Walnut

Natural Gloss &
Walnut

Parchment Gloss &
Walnut

Doorstyle: Nadia. Door finish: White Gloss.
Handle: Nadia Chrome Bar.
Worktop: Walnut laminate.
Basin style: Semi-recessed.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto.
Floor Tiles: Silver Cloud.

A bright and spacious Scandinavian-style bathroom, where the
beautifully-toned Walnut framing provides a natural partner for dazzling
White Gloss. Framing the minimalist wall cabinet and mirror balances the
base units perfectly and completes the overall Scandi look.

Please see page 190 for more i-Line framing finishes.
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Larger mirrors will
make your bathroom
feel bigger

Floating shelves fix to the wall
with a bracket, cleverly disguised
within the shelf itself!

Floating shelves add
great additional
storage below a
mirror
“Did you know that
floor tiles can
be used on the
wall too?”

The Paleto basin
monobloc mixer tap
features a swivel spout

Chrome accessories
will add a touch
of glamour to
a monochrome
bathroom

Soft close drawers
and doors a
standard feature

Patterned floor tiles
can be used to bring
a modern bathroom
in line with a period
property’s existing
character.

Sleek Nadia Chrome
Bow handles

White Cloud floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Other popular i-Line finishes

i-Line Fitted Furniture

Nadia in White Gloss and Black Linear
Get the look...

Aragon Flint

Durham Oak

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

Doorstyle: Nadia. Door finish: White Gloss.
Handle: Nadia Chrome Bow.
Worktop: Black Linear laminate.
Basin style: Semi-recessed.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto. Wall Tiles: Silver Cloud.
Floor Tiles: White Cloud.

Textured framing in distinctive Black Linear is the perfect partner for
the crisp White Gloss units and sparkling sanitaryware in this luxury
scheme where less is definitely more.

Please see page 190 for more i-Line framing finishes.
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Original Fitted handle options

Original Fitted at a glance

3 handle options (A, B and C) in various sizes are
available to suit the Nadia doorstyle.

Choose your
doorstyle

A
B
C

1. Bella

Nadia handles can be selected for all other
doorstyles, but cannot be factory fitted.

Unique and distinctive
with its integrated feature
handle.

G

Nadia Chrome Bar
Nadia Chrome Bow
Nadia Chrome Quill

H
I

Please note: on certain reduced depth
units, doors with Nadia handles may
not open fully if adjacent to
deeper units.

2. Amelia

F

J
E

K

D
C

B

A classic raised and
fielded door.*

A
M

3. Sophia

A minimalist door with
soft edges.

1

2

L

3

D
E
F
G
H
I
J
K
L
M

4. Nadia

A sleek and versatile
slab door.

5. Clara

Simple shaker styling.

6. Luca

Clean and simple with a
stylish integrated handle.

Bold Wave Satin handle
Bold Wave Chrome handle
Sienna Chrome Bar
Black Gloss Curved Bar
Straight Bar Chrome
Chrome Square Flat Bar handle
Square Bar Chrome/Satin
Bold Chrome Square handle
Modern Chrome knob
Large Square Chrome T knob

N
P

O

N
O
P
Q

Crackle Bar
Crackle Button
Classic Crystal knob
Chrome Round knob

Q

Original Fitted door finishes
*Amelia is only available in English
painted woodgrain finishes, Eton Oak
and Durham Oak - see page 33.

double full mirror unit
500, 600, 700, 800mm

4

5

double wall unit
500, 600, 700mm

wall open shelf unit
150, 200, 300mm

6

tall sit-on unit

tall unit

300, 350mm

300, 350mm

White Gloss

Ivory

Teal

White Linear

Ivory Gloss

Aubergine Gloss

Grey Brown Linear

Tuscan Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Black Linear

Aragon Flint

Parchment Gloss

Eton Oak*

Aragon Flint Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss

Durham Oak*

Walnut

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

English White*
pilaster

78mm

washbasin unit

500, 600, 700, 800mm

toilet unit

500, 600, 700, 800mm

tissue
roll unit
200mm

3 drawer
unit

300, 350, 400mm

base open
shelf unit

150, 200, 300mm

single
base unit
200, 250,
300, 350
400mm

English Parchment*

*Amelia doorstyle is only available in these colours.

English Sage*

English Duck Egg*

English Grey*

For worktops, carcass and framing options, please see page 190 onwards.
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Tall framed
decorative panels
are perfect for use
with wall lights

Display decorative
items in your
bathroom on
painted tall open
shelf units

Create a focal point in
your bathroom with a
stunning cornice mirror

Beautiful jewel shaped
Kameo wall tiles

Chrome
Button knob
Create a bold
statement with
an inverted
chamfer worktop
For a more authentic look,
accessorise your bath panel
with decorative bath pilasters

“Create a feature
vanity unit by
staggering different
depth units”

Detailing on the
Roseberry doorstyle
continues onto the
Monet Classical
back-to-wall toilet

To match your
units, choose one
of our soft close
painted timber
toilet seats

Birch Plank floor tiles
100 x 15cm

Clad units with
decorative pilasters
for timeless appeal

Painted Roseberry Fitted Furniture

Roseberry in Cotton White
35

Feature wooden
effect drawer
internals for an
authentic look

The ultimate
in luxury, the
Sensuelle bath
inset into stunning
solid surface

Kameo Mosaic wall tiles
66 x 33cm

Salino three hole
bath mixer taps
Combine an extra
deep vanity unit with
our standard depth
furniture

A luxurious solid surface
inset basin

Textured wood effect
porcelain floor tiles

New inverted chamfer
edge profile
The epitome of
luxury, every solid
surface worktop
is carefully hand
finished

“Add opulence to
your toilet with
a statement wall
cabinet above”

Drawers are ideal for storing
smaller items in your bathroom
such as jewellery or make-up

Soft close toilet
seats close gently
and quietly

Alternative Roseberry paint finishes

Painted Roseberry Fitted Furniture

Roseberry in Cotton White
Get the look...

Clotted Cream

Blue Lagoon

Peacock Blue

Dove Grey

London Grey

Doorstyle: Rosa. Door finish: Cotton
White. Handle: Chrome Button knob.
Worktop: Polaris White marble effect
solid surface. Basin style: Solid surface
inset. Sanitaryware: Monet Classical.
Brassware: Salino. Wall Tiles: Kameo
Mosaic and Kameo Iron.
Floor Tiles: Birch Plank.

All the enduring, timeless appeal of classic New England styling, skilfully
integrated with modern luxury is encapsulated in this lovely restful
bathroom. The pure, simple tones of Roseberry in Cotton White combine
seamlessly with neutral shades and the natural beauty of wood.
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Decorative cornice adds
an authentic touch

Create an authentic
tall unit by combining a
wall and floor unit

Monet Round semirecessed basin with
three tap holes

“Create a focal point
by choosing a mirror
cabinet in a different
finish to the rest
of your bathroom
furniture”

Rustic hand
crafted brickeffect wall tiles
are available in
two sizes

Driftwood Plank floor tiles
100 x 15cm

Double panel
in-fold shower
screen
Regent
three hole
bath filler

Regent concealed
thermostatic
shower valve

Crackle Chrome
Bar handle
Monet Classical
back-to-wall toilet
with soft close
timber toilet seat

The Roseberry deluxe
bath panel features
the same classic
bordered design as
the Roseberry door

The doubleended Roundelle
bath, perfect for
a relaxing soak

Alternative Roseberry paint finishes

Painted Roseberry Fitted Furniture

Roseberry in Blue Lagoon with Cotton White
Get the look...
Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Go to our website to Visualise this room

Peacock Blue

Dove Grey

London Grey

Doorstyle: Rosa. Door finish: Blue Lagoon
and Cotton White. Handle: Crackle
Chrome Bar handle. Worktop: Glacial
White solid surface. Basin style: Semirecessed. Sanitaryware: Monet Round.
Brassware: Regent.
Wall Tiles: Magnolia Rustic Briquette.
Floor Tiles: Driftwood Plank.

Inspired by the cool fresh colours of the seaside, this beautiful family bathroom
in Blue Lagoon and Cotton White is perfect for an invigorating start to the day.
Driftwood Plank floor tiles create a fabulous bleached wood effect to complement
the blue and white colour scheme.
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Create a focal point in
your bathroom with a
stunning cornice mirror

The epitome
of grandeur
- a stunning
centrepiece
chandelier

Create a bold
statement with
an inverted
chamfer worktop

Create an authentic
freestanding dresser
unit by combining wall
and floor cabinets
together

Add a touch
of glamour
with Classic
Crystal knobs

Soften a run of
furniture by adding
a curved unit

“Frame a contour
unit with standard
depth units to create
a stunning feature
vanity unit”

The epitome of
luxury, every solid
surface worktop
is carefully hand
finished

Regent three hole
basin mixer

Add hints of gold for
added opulence

Regent bath shower
mixer with pop-up
waste available
with or without
standpipes

Choose matching or
contrasting painted
bath skirts

Driftwood Plank floor tiles
100 x 15cm

Sensuelle Freestanding
bath with London Grey
painted skirt

Alternative Roseberry paint finishes

Tall units which have
glass doors feature
painted display shelving

Painted Roseberry Fitted Furniture

Roseberry in Clotted Cream
Get the look...

Cotton White

Blue Lagoon

Peacock Blue

Dove Grey

London Grey

Doorstyle: Rosa.
Door finish: Clotted Cream.
Handle: Classic Crystal knob. Worktop:
Moonscape marble effect solid surface.
Basin style: Solid surface inset.
Brassware: Regent.
Floor Tiles: Driftwood Plank.

From the glittering chandelier to the beautiful freestanding bath, this
bathroom simply oozes style. An imposing dresser has been created
with cabinets from the Roseberry fitted range in Clotted Cream while
the showpiece bath is painted in contrasting London Grey.
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ROSEBERRY FITTED
BATHROOM FURNITURE

Roseberry Fitted at a glance
A quirky light fitting,
reminiscent of a
bygone era

Wide choice of basins, typically
a semi-recessed (as shown),
drop-in or fabricated solid
surface basin.
For an authentic
look all units
feature wood
effect internal
carcass

A. Crackle Chrome Bar handle
B. Crystal Cylindrical knob
C. Chrome Button knob

Roseberry doorstyle features a
classic bordered design
Doors and fascia panels
are authentic FSC® certified
painted hardwood
Choose from three luxurious
Roseberry handles...

Vintage Fleur
floor tiles

“Create a feature wall
in your cloakroom
with a stunning
cornice mirror and
ornate frames”

Roseberry handles

20 x 20cm

All carcasses and
internals are Eton Oak
(glass door units and open
shelf units are painted to
match and all wall units with
a solid door feature internal
glass shelves)

Chrome
Button knob
Salino twin
basin taps

Eton Oak carcasses

Roseberry paint finishes
To match your
units, choose one
of our soft close
painted timber
toilet seats

A.
B.

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Peacock Blue

cornice mirror

tall wall open shelf unit

500, 850mm

Reduced depth
units look every
bit as stylish as
their full depth
counterparts
and are perfect
for a cloakroom

Blue Lagoon

300, 350, 600, 700mm

C.

Dove Grey

London Grey

tall double sit-on unit
600, 700mm

Ivory Quartz
solid surface worktop

Painted Roseberry Fitted Furniture

Roseberry in London Grey
Create a big impact in a small room with space-saving furniture in bold colours.
A modern take on a classic Victorian look, this typical downstairs cloakroom
combines colours, textures and patterns for a fabulous overall effect.
Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

pilaster

78mm

washbasin unit
600, 700mm

drawer line unit
300, 350mm

base open
shelf unit
300, 350mm

toilet unit

500, 600, 700mm
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Arctic Waves wall tiles
70 x 25cm

The deluxe eclipse
mirror, complete with
LED illuminated lighting

Drench head or handset
shower? Why not have
both options with our
Aras Round shower kit?
“Decorative shelves
that appear to
float on the wall
are perfect for
accessories”

For a luxurious worktop
choose solid surface
with an inset basin

Choose from three
basins to customise
your look

At its deepest part,
the Symmetry
washbasin unit
is 500mm

A dedicated Symmetry
handle echoes the soft
contour of the door

Fossil floor tiles
44.5 x 44.5cm

Popular wood-effect combinations

Symmetry Fitted Furniture

1.2m
WIDE
RUN

Symmetry in Cocoa Gloss and Durham Oak
Get the look...

Tuscan Gloss &
Eton Oak

Ivory Gloss &
Durham Oak

White Gloss &
Grey Brown Linear

White Gloss &
Black Linear

Doorstyle: Symmetry.
Door finish: Cocoa Gloss.
Handle: Symmetry.
Worktop: Durham Oak laminate.
Basin style: Drop-in.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Round.
Brassware: Della Wall Tiles: Arctic Waves.
Floor Tiles: Fossil.

Fitting everything you want into a small space is easy with the Symmetry
offset curved washbasin unit. This eye-catching angled solution in a dramatic
combination of Cocoa Gloss and Durham Oak may be compact, but certainly
doesn’t compromise on style.

Go to our website to Visualise this room
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Symmetry Fitted at a glance
“Mirrors, and the
bigger the better
are essential in any
bathroom”

Choose from ceramic drop-in or
fabricated solid surface washbasins

Black Earth
solid surface

Choose your door colour below
and carcass colour from page 190
All Symmetry internals
are Aluminium
Symmetry fitted units
feature co-ordinating
plinth and side panels

The deluxe designer mirror,
complete with LED illuminated
lighting

A stunning basin,
inset into luxurious
solid surface

Reflective gloss
finishes can
make a room
appear more
spacious

The dedicated Symmetry Handle features on all
Symmetry doors - it is perfectly curved to match
the contour of the door.

Customise your look
with a choice of three
basin options

Symmetry Fitted door finishes

Designed to
complement
each other, the
Symmetry bath
and shower screen

Choose a back-to-wall
pan from Utopia and
your unit fascias will
be pre-cut and foil
wrapped

Aluminium internals

White Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Tuscan Gloss

Aragon Flint

Aragon Flint Gloss

Teal

Aubergine Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Parchment Gloss

Midnight Grey
Gloss

White Linear

Grey Brown
Linear

Black Linear

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

Walnut

deluxe arc
mirror panel

deluxe curved
mirror panel

1204mm

White Cloud floor tiles
44.5 x 44.5cm

Symmetry Fitted Furniture

Symmetry in Parchment Gloss and Eton Oak

1270mm

Opt for a co-ordinating
bath side panel and
top rail

Dimensions
refer to product
widths available

1.2m
WIDE
RUN

The gentle curves of Symmetry make excellent use of the space available where a
wall-to-wall arrangement of fitted furniture is necessary. The offset washbasin is
designed for both maximum convenience and storage.
Designer curves feature in abundance, from the furniture and handle to the
co-ordinating Symmetry bath and shower screen.
two door curved offset washbasin unit with integrated toilet unit
1192 - 1417mm

three door curved offset washbasin unit with integrated toilet unit
1514 - 1739mm
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MODULAR
FURNITURE

HALO • GEO • SYMMETRY • YOU • i-LINE MODULAR • ROSEBERRY • QUBE

Choice of contemporary
ceramic and Mineralcast
washbasins

Choose doors or drawers
with soft close runners or
hinges as standard

Choose a matching or
contrasting carcass

(except Roseberry Modular)

Modular units are
always wall-hung

Mood lighting
options available
(Halo, Roseberry
and Symmetry)

MODULAR
FURNITURE

Modular - wall-hung continental elegance
Utopia Modular bathroom furniture comprises a versatile, functional and stylish range of
wall-hung units. With plenty of ceramic and Mineralcast washbasin options and framing and
worktop options, you can make a really individual statement in your bathroom.

page 50

page 76

page 58

page 86

page 70

page 92

page 100
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Twin Aras Square
shower kits - ideal
for a busy en-suite

A shaped mirror
cabinet not only
creates a feature
but adds extra
storage

The deluxe modular mirror
panel, complete with LED
illuminated lighting

Hand crafted with
an inverted chamfer
edge detail, solid
surface is the
epitome of luxury
The colour of Eton
Oak creates an
alluring sense of
warmth in the
bathroom

Halo units features mood
lighting underneath

“Random patterned
tiles add a touch of
drama to a simple
scheme and can be
used on the wall
and floor”

Sensuelle Freestanding bath
with an un-painted skirt

Natural Crème floor tiles

44.3 x 44.3cm

Halo Modular Furniture

Halo in Eton Oak
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Vintage Hues floor tiles

The Halo toilet
unit comes
complete with
matching
worktop

20 x 20cm

Complete the look with
stylish Paleto wall-hung
basin mixer

“Add a touch of
boutique hotel style
with feature mood
lighting on the mirror
and vanity unit”

Quantum
Square backto-wall toilet

For even more storage
why not choose the
pull out Halo mirror
storage unit

Natural Crème wall tiles

59.2 x 31.6cm

The Halo unit
features a concealed
push-to-open
accessory
drawer

As an alternative to a freestanding
bath, why not choose the Roundelle
bath with co-ordinating bath panels

Halo features a sleek
and sophisticated
chrome handle

Miro sit-on basin

Popular Halo finishes

Halo Modular Furniture

Halo in Eton Oak
Get the look...

White Gloss

Aragon Flint

Durham Oak

Grey Brown Linear

Doorstyle: Halo. Door finish: Eton Oak.
Handle: Halo. Worktop: Polaris White
marble effect solid surface.
Basin style: Sit-on. Sanitaryware:
Quantum Square. Brassware: Paleto.
Wall Tiles: Vintage Hues & Natural
Crème. Floor Tiles: Natural Crème.

Scandi style has never looked so good! This beautiful
bathroom fuses Scandinavian styling with the warm
natural appeal of wood and the decorative detail of
vintage-style patterned tiles.
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Black Earth luxury
solid surface
worktop

The deluxe eclipse
mirror, complete with
LED illuminated lighting

A concealed internal
accessory drawer is
perfect for make-up
and smaller items

The shaped mirror
echoes the contours
of the Voyage basin

Choose from four
basins including
sit-on and
slabtop options
Did you know floor
tiles can also be
used on the walls?

Halo slabtop
basins are
available in luxury
Mineralcast or
crisp ceramic

Halo units
features accent
mood lighting
underneath
Aluminium Zumba wall
tiles 33.3 x 20cm

Accessorise with
soft grey for a
trendy, urban style

“For a contemporary
look, use cut floor
tiles instead
of wooden
skirting”

Sleek and
sophisticated,
the feature
chrome Halo
handle

Zinc White floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Alternative Halo finishes

Halo Modular Furniture

Halo in Aragon Flint
Get the look...

White Gloss

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

English Grey

Doorstyle: Halo. Door finish: Aragon Flint.
Handle: Halo. Worktop: Black Earth solid
surface. Basin style: Sit-on. Wall Tiles:
Aluminium Zumba and Zinc White.
Floor Tiles: Zinc White.

Halo is available in a choice of wood-effect and textured
finishes chosen for their warmth and visual beauty.
These finishes, combined with Halo’s simple but elegant
styling, create a stunning effect.
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Halo Modular at a glance
Choose from sit-on, Mineralcast
or ceramic slabtop washbasins
Integrated Halo handle is included
with every basin unit

“If space permits,
choose a wall or
mirror cabinet for
extra storage”

Create a
statement in
your cloakroom
with rich plum
coloured walls
and towels

All Halo drawers are
soft close as standard
600mm wide units and larger come
with a concealed push-to-open
accessory drawer
Carcass and drawers
are the same finish

A compact Mineralcast
basin with storage unit
below is perfect for
your cloakroom

All base units feature under
unit mood lighting

Make your cloakroom
sparkle with a glossy
white Mineralcast
basin

Choose matching
wall and floor
tiles for a
spacious feel

Halo Modular finishes

White Gloss

Aragon Flint

deluxe magnifying mirror
600mm

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

deluxe outline mirror
650, 800mm

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

English Grey

deluxe eclipse mirror
700mm

Grey Brown
Linear features
a stunning
textured surface
Even a cloakroom
unit can offer
storage!

Easily clean the
floor under your
toilet by choosing
a wall-hung pan

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

Halo Modular Furniture

Halo in Grey Brown Linear
The Halo cloakroom unit is very simple and practical, adding
valuable storage space to the smallest room. By adding a
wall-hung toilet, the floor area is kept clear and feels more spacious.

voyage sit-on washbasin unit
650, 800mm

miro sit-on washbasin unit
650, 800mm

Mineralcast washbasin unit
650, 800, 1000, 1200mm
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Mirrors, and the
bigger the better
are essential in
any bathroom

Choose grey
tones for an
industrial look
“Achieve an über
contemporary style
by mixing gloss
finishes with textures
such as concrete”

An oversized worktop
creates an additional
shelving space

Wall-mounted Paleto
brassware for a clean,
simple and stylish look

Create a bank of storage by
stacking Geo Store units

Add a splash
of colour with
accessories

Warehouse White floor tiles
90 x 15cm

Geo Modular Furniture

Geo Solid Surface with Geo Store in
Parchment Gloss and Aragon Flint
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The deluxe modular mirror
panel, complete with LED
illuminated lighting

Minimal and
sleek, the Miro
sit-on basin

For a boutique hotel
look, use the same tiles
on the wall and floor

Handle-less Geo
Store units simply
push to open
and close

Uber contemporary
hand-crafted Geo solid
surface in Snowstorm

Paleto wall-mounted
basin mixer

“Achieve a more
industrial feel
with accent
grout lines”

Popular Geo Store finishes

Geo Modular Furniture

Get the look...

White Gloss

Teal

Aubergine Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Doorstyle: Geo Store. Door finish:
Parchment Gloss. Worktop: Snowstorm
solid surface. Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Miro and
Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto.
Wall Tiles: Warehouse White.
Floor Tiles: Warehouse White.

Geo Solid Surface with Geo Store in
Parchment Gloss and Aragon Flint
This fabulous contemporary bathroom is all about the simple linear
style of Geo complemented by the gentle curves of the Miro sit-on
basins and the beautiful Sensuelle freestanding bath.
Twin washstations not only look fantastic, they are also very practical.
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Add feature LED
downlights from Utopia
to illuminate mirrors
without lighting

Hand-crafted solid surface
Geo Integra twin basins look
and feel truly luxurious

A low level stud wall
not only adds a useful
shelving area, but can
disguise ugly pipework

Add the designer
touch with
contemporary
chrome towel
brackets

Geo Integra
- available in
three widths

“Geo Store units can
be sited side-by-side
or staggered for
interest”

Dare to be
different with
Aubergine Gloss
and White Gloss
Cascata Fall
Mono Basin
Mixer

Accessorise with
rich plum tones
to add warmth to
a monochrome
bathroom

Alternative Geo Store combinations

Geo Modular Furniture

Get the look...

Teal &
White Gloss

Aragon Flint Gloss
& White Gloss

Parchment Gloss
& White Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss
& White Gloss

Doorstyle: Geo Store.
Door finish: Aubergine Gloss.
Basin style: Mineralcast.
Brassware: Cascata.

Geo Integra with Geo Store in
Aubergine Gloss and White Gloss
A dash of vivid Aubergine Gloss accent colour brings this sophisticated
black and white bathroom to life. Geo Integra with chrome hanging rails
is the ultimate in boutique chic with spacious Geo Store drawers in a
combination of crisp White Gloss and vibrant Aubergine Gloss.
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100mm Mineral Slate
Geo solid surface
worktop

With magnification,
all our deluxe
mirrors feature
demister and
lighting

“Introduce an
accent colour with
complementary
worktop and
furniture
finishes”

Twin basins are both
practical and stylish

White Brick
wall tiles
20 x 10cm

Hand-crafted Geo solid
surface in Mineral Slate

Handleless Geo Store
units simply push to
open and close

Cascata, our beautiful,
waterfall effect basin
mixer tap

Teal, one of our
stunning door finishes

Zinc White wall tiles
33.3 x 20cm

Popular Geo Solid Surface and Geo Store combinations

Geo Modular Furniture

Get the look...

Alabaster Beige &
Ivory Gloss

Coconut Cream &
Aragon Flint Gloss

Ice &
Aubergine Gloss

Silver Grey Shimmer &
Midnight Grey Gloss

Doorstyle: Geo Store. Door finish: Teal.
Worktop: Mineral Slate solid surface.
Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Cascata.
Wall Tiles: Zinc White.

Geo Solid Surface with Geo Store in
Teal and White Gloss
Our ultra-modern Geo range brings chic style to the bathroom.
Team Quantum Square sit-on basins with Geo Solid Surface for a sharp
angular look and add both storage and shelf space with smart Geo
Store for the ultimate in modular elegance.
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The deluxe eclipse
mirror comes complete
with demister and
sensor activated LED
illuminated lighting

“For a contemporary
seamless look, choose
matching wall and
floor tiles”

With ample worksurface
area around your basin,
the hand-crafted solid
surface Geo Freeflow is
simply stunning

Get the designer ‘hotel
chic’ look with stylish
Geo Freeflow
Lana three hole
wall-mounted
basin mixer

The Quantum
Round wall-hung
toilet with soft close
seat as standard

Soft close drawer
runners are fitted
as standard on
Geo Store units

Handleless Geo Store
units are available in a
wide range of finishes

Crema Canaletto floor tiles
Ceramic, 59.2 x 33.3cm

Popular Geo Store wood finishes

Geo Modular Furniture

Get the look...

White Linear

Durham Oak

Grey Brown Linear

Black Linear

Doorstyle: Geo Store. Door finish:
Eton Oak. Basin style: Mineralcast.
Brassware: Lana.
Wall Tiles: Crema Canaletto.
Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

Geo Freeflow with
Geo Store in Eton Oak
The fabulous Geo Freeflow basin is the star of this spacious bathroom.
It’s positioned against a textured black background to show its beautiful
contours to full effect and is teamed with staggered twin Geo Store
drawers in Eton Oak. To maintain the clean lines, the basin waste is
neatly disguised within the body of the basin.
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Geo Integra at a glance

Geo Integra

800, 1200, 1600mm

100mm deep white hand-crafted solid
surface basins available in three widths,
the widest featuring optional twin basins
Geo chrome towel
brackets provide support
Geo Store drawer units
feature soft close drawer
runners as standard
geo store unit
600, 800mm

Push to open and close
Geo Freeflow

Geo Solid Surface

1200mm

800, 1200, 1600mm

Geo Freeflow at a glance

Hand-crafted Freeflow white solid
surface washbasin with integrated
waste - use with wall-mounted taps

Geo Store drawer units
feature soft close drawer
runners as standard

Geo Store unit

Dimensions refer to product
widths available

600, 800mm

Geo Store door finishes

Push to open and close

Geo Solid Surface at a glance

Geo Store unit

600, 800mm

White Gloss

Aragon Flint

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

English Grey

Ivory Quartz

Chocolate Fudge

Geo 100mm Solid Surface finishes

Choose a sit-on basin from page 132,
or simply use hand-crafted Geo Solid
Surface as a deep worktop
Available in any solid surface finish
(except Polaris White or Moonscape)

Geo chrome towel
brackets provide support

Glacial White

Ice

Coconut Cream

Snowstorm

Alabaster Beige

Black Earth

Chalkboard

Noir

Mineral Slate

Silver Grey Shimmer
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Trim a low-level
shelf with luxury
solid surface
Be bold in your bathroom
with aqua and yellow

The Symmetry
curved shower
door echoes the
contour of the
bath perfectly

Most of our toilet
units have an
option that’s
suitable for use
with a wall-hung
toilet
Chalkboard
luxury solid
surface worktop

Did you know that
floor tiles can be
used on walls too?
The designer
illuminated
mirror complete
with sensor and
demister
On-trend concrete effect
wall and floor tiles are
a perfect backdrop to a
funky scheme

Totally versatile,
Chalkboard solid
surface has been
used to create extra
shelving space

“For a retro feel,
choose grout in a
contrasting colour
to your tiles”

Decorative
shelves are
perfect for
accessories

Add a splash
of colour
into your
bathroom
with sunshine
yellow accents

Opt for a matching
bath side panel and
contrasting top rail

An ideal solution
in a corner - the
Symmetry three
door unit

Hexo White wall tiles
12 x 10cm

Sleek and sophisticated,
the Symmetry curved
handle

Warehouse Grey floor tiles
90 x 15cm

Popular Symmetry finishes

Symmetry Modular Furniture

Symmetry in Teal and Midnight Grey Gloss
Get the look...

White Gloss

Aubergine Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Doorstyle: Symmetry. Door finish: Teal.
Worktop: Chalkboard solid surface.
Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto. Wall Tiles: Hexo White
and Warehouse Grey.
Floor Tiles: Warehouse Grey.

Start the day with an energising boost in this vibrant bathroom where powerful
colours and beautiful curves combine to make a room full of drama.
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Choose matching wall
and floor tiles for a
seamless look

“Warm up a simple
scheme with a woodeffect worktop and
a contrasting
painted wall”

Twin basins, where
space permits, is the
ultimate in luxury

Curved mirror
panels are
available with
optional sensor
activated
lighting and
demister

The curved mirror echoes
the contours of the
Symmetry unit below

Choose from four basin
options in Symmetry,
including sit-on and
inset into solid surface

Why not
choose a sleek,
contemporary
Cascata tap to
add a quirky,
minimalist
edge to your
bathroom?

Choose a closecoupled toilet for
simple style

If you haven’t got space
for a large six door unit,
the smallest Symmetry
unit features two doors

As an alternative, a sliding
mirror cabinet cleverly
disguises concealed shelving
and a shaver socket
Crema Canaletto floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Alternative Symmetry gloss finishes

Symmetry Modular Furniture

Get the look...

White Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Parchment Gloss

Aragon Flint Gloss

Doorstyle: Symmetry.
Door finish: Tuscan Gloss.
Worktop: Walnut. Basin style: Drop-in.
Sanitaryware range: Quantum Square.
Wall Tiles: Crema Canaletto.
Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

Symmetry in Tuscan Gloss
and Walnut
Create maximum impact with this stunning Symmetry six door twin
washbasin unit. Finished in Tuscan Gloss for a light airy feel, the unit is
teamed with a beautifully co-ordinated curved Symmetry mirror panel.
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Symmetry Modular at a glance

Good lighting
is a vital
necessity in
any bathroom

Choice of integrated solid surface
basin, ceramic undermounted
basin or Miro sit-on basin

Our deluxe
shaped mirrors
feature lighting
as standard

Curved mirror
panels feature
sensor activated
lighting and
demister

Choose your door colour below and
your carcass colour from page 190
All doors feature soft close
hinges as standard
All Symmetry internals
are Aluminium
Aluminium internals

Choose from
three basin
options with
Symmetry solid
surface worktops

Symmetry Modular door finishes

Did you know
that floor tiles
can be used on
walls too?

White Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Tuscan Gloss

Aragon Flint

Aragon Flint Gloss

Teal

If you haven’t got space
for a four door unit, the
smallest Symmetry unit
features two doors

Aubergine Gloss

“Cut and fit floor
tiles instead of using
traditional wooden
skirting for a more
contemporary finish in
your bathroom”

White Linear

Create a
feature wall by
using striking
Aluminium
Zumba tiles

Grey Brown Linear

Cocoa Gloss

Black Linear

Parchment Gloss

Eton Oak

Midnight Grey Gloss

Durham Oak

Walnut

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

Symmetry Modular Furniture

Symmetry in Aragon Flint
Symmetry furniture is an ideal and stylish solution. The cleverly designed
curves and offset washbasins allow two basins to be accommodated into
a unit with a width of less than 1300mm.

four door twin washbasin unit
1271 - 1291mm

toilet unit

602 - 672mm
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Della sliding
rail shower kit
and fixed oval
drench head

Parquet
Weathered
Elm floor tiles
101 x 24.6cm

Create a focal point
with a feature LED
illuminated mirror

Choose from
sit-on, ceramic or
Mineralcast basins

Sleek Nadia
chrome bow
handles

Modular wall units
are available in
two heights
“Create the perfect
backdrop for your
bathroom furniture
with a contrasting
on-trend colour”

Contrast aubergine
with crisp white gloss
for minimalist style

Choose from soft
close doors or
drawers

Weathered Elm floor tiles
101 x 24.6cm

Alternative You combinations

You Modular Furniture

Get the look...

Teal &
White Gloss

Aragon Flint Gloss &
White Gloss

Go to our website to Visualise this room

Parchment Gloss &
White Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss &
White Gloss

Doorstyle: You. Door finish: Aubergine
Gloss. Handle: Nadia Chrome Bow
handle. Worktop: White Gloss laminate.
Basin style: Ceramic slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Della.
Wall Tiles: Parquet Weathered Elm
and Weathered Elm.
Floor Tiles: Weathered Elm.

You in Aubergine Gloss and White Gloss
Aubergine Gloss adds dramatic colour to this spacious shower room.
The modern look is enhanced by the White Gloss Carcass.
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SYMMETRY FITTED
BATHROOM FURNITURE
Add LED downlights to
illuminate feature shelving

Did you know
our modular mirror
cabinets feature a
shaver socket which
also charges electric
toothbrushes?

Perfect for
displaying
ornaments,
floating shelves
look fabulous
when fitted in
a recess

“Use an accent
wood-effect finish such
as Durham Oak for
shelving and
worktops”

White Brick wall tiles

20 x 10cm

Wall-mounted taps aren’t just
for basins - our contemporary
Cascata bath shower mixer is
wall-mounted too!
Don’t be afraid
to use a wallhung toilet
with furniture
Choose from drawers
or cupboard storage
to suit the needs of
your family

Get creative - fit
wall tiles in a
herringbone
pattern...

Matching bath
panels are
available for all
our ranges
Add your unique twist to your
bathroom - ask the fitter to
customise your furniture by
offsetting the unit handles

Bohemian Blues floor tiles

60 x 60cm

Popular You finish combinations

You Modular Furniture

You in Teal and Durham Oak
Get the look...
Teal &
White Gloss

Cocoa Gloss &
Eton Oak

Tuscan Gloss &
Walnut

Midnight Grey Gloss &
Black Linear

Doorstyle: You. Door finish: Teal.
Handle: Bold Chrome Square.
Worktop: Durham Oak laminate.
Basin style: Ceramic slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Cascata.
Wall Tiles: White Brick and Bohemian Blues.
Floor Tiles: Bohemian Blues.

A lovely family bathroom with a fresh feel created using a mix of colours
and textures. There’s also an excellent combination of deep drawers,
concealed shelving and display shelves for towels, toiletries
and other bathroom accessories.
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Featuring a swivelling
spout, the Paleto basin
monobloc mixer tap

Frameless mirrors are
available in a variety
of sizes

Choose from
sit-on, ceramic or
Mineralcast basins

Create a
feature wall by
using striking
Aluminium
Zumba tiles

A trio of wall-hung
modular units not
only looks sensational
but provides copious
amounts of storage

Choose from drawers
or doors to suit your
bathroom needs

Striking modular
tube chrome
handles

“Use tiles as a
feature panel or
skirting for
a wetroom
look ”

Choose a closecoupled toilet for
simple style

Alternative You gloss finishes

You Modular Furniture

You in White Gloss
Get the look...

Ivory Gloss

Parchment Gloss

Aragon Flint Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss

Doorstyle: You.
Door finish: White Gloss.
Handle: Modular Tube Chrome.
Basin style: Mineralcast slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Paleto.

One of our most popular finishes, White Gloss has a
clean, sparkling quality and complements the crisp white
sanitaryware. White Gloss is the perfect colour choice
to co-ordinate with any colour scheme.
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Bohemian Beiges floor tiles

Natural Crème wall tiles

44.5 x 44.5cm

59.2 x 31.6cm

Featuring LED
lighting, the
sliding mirror
cabinet also
offers display
shelving

“Create a dramatic
focal point in your
bathroom using
feature tiles”

The sliding mirror
cleverly disguises
concealed shelving
and a shaver socket

Quantum Square
wall-hung toilet

Combine Rio
and Cascata
brassware
ranges

Offset decorative
tiles with a neutral
colour scheme
for maximum
impact

Rather than
recessing it, the
sliding mirror
cabinet can also be
fitted to the wall

To access the cistern,
simply remove the
top fascia of your
toilet unit

Sleek and
contemporary,
the Cascata
basin tap

Twin basins, where
space permits, is the
ultimate in luxury

Feature Nadia
chrome quill handle
Easily clean the
floor under your
toilet by choosing
a wall-hung pan
Natural Crème floor tiles

44.3 x 44.3cm

Popular wood-effect combinations

You Modular Furniture

You in Cocoa Gloss with Eton Oak
Get the look...

White Gloss &
Eton Oak

Ivory Gloss &
Eton Oak

Tuscan Gloss &
Eton Oak

Natural Gloss &
Eton Oak

Doorstyle: You. Door finish: Cocoa Gloss.
Handle: Nadia Chrome Quill.
Basin style: Mineralcast Slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Cascata.
Wall Tiles: Natural Crème
and Bohemian Beiges.
Floor Tiles: Natural Crème.

Twin washbasins create a focal point in this en-suite.
Cocoa Gloss looks fabulous with Eton Oak. The whole colour scheme
complements the feature wall which is tiled in Bohemian Beiges.
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Achieve a focal
point by adding
a feature mirror

Give your cloakroom
the wow factor by
creating a dramatic
monochromatic
colour scheme

“Use funky wallpaper
to liven up the
smallest of
spaces”

Create feature shelving
in a recess for added
interest

“Create sparkle in
your cloakroom
with a stunning
centrepiece light”

Frameless
mirrors are
available in a
variety of sizes

Ivory Brick wall tiles
20 x 10cm

Detail is everything - the
soft curve on the compact
cloakroom unit adds
visual impact

Choose a closecoupled toilet for
simple style

Stunning white gloss
looks fabulous in
any cloakroom

Wall-hung
furniture adds
to the feeling of
spaciousness

Ebony Block floor tiles
60 x 15cm

You Modular Furniture

You in Black Linear
Space-saving options mean you can have a beautifully designed cloakroom
no matter how small or difficult the dimensions and the wall-hung furniture
adds to the illusion of space.

Add some
sparkle in your
cloakroom with
crystal knobs

You Modular Furniture

You in White Gloss
Wall-hung furniture is ideal in smaller rooms as it frees up the floor space.
This neat and compact washbasin unit combines a spacious basin with
useful cupboard space below, vital in keeping a small room tidy. Try a
classic black and white colour scheme for a smart, sophisticated look.
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LED downlights add
directional illumination
This stylish
mirror has a
co-ordinating
surround to
match your units

Inspired by the Orient, the
Quantum Square Elegant
deck mounted basin
The designer
illuminated mirror
complete with sensor
and demister

Keep toiletries
hidden in the
spacious drawer

Display pretty
accessories on
smart chrome and
glass Quantum
shelves

Crema Canaletto floor
and wall tiles provide
a perfect neutral
backdrop

“Co-ordinate the
framing of your
units to other key
features in your
bathroom”

Feature modular
chrome handle
For a contemporary
seamless look, choose
matching wall and
floor tiles

Use laminate
worktop to create
display shelving
or even a small
dressing table

Alternative i-Line combinations

i-Line Modular Furniture

i-Line in White Linear and Aragon Flint
Get the look...
White Gloss &
Aragon Flint

Natural Gloss &
Aragon Flint

Parchment Gloss &
Aragon Flint

Grey Brown Linear &
Aragon Flint

Doorstyle: i-Line Modular.
Door finish: White Linear.
Handle: Modular Square Chrome.
Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square Elegant.
Wall Tiles: Crema Canaletto.
Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

Teaming Aragon Flint framing with these single drawer units in
White Linear is very effective. To create the bespoke dressing table, a
piece of 50mm worktop material has been used, a luxurious
and imaginative addition.
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Aluminium Canaletto
wall tiles
59.2 x 33.3cm

Minimal and striking,
frameless mirrors
are available in
two heights

Twin washbasins
look fantastic and
save time in the
early morning rush

“Be as daring as you
like with wall coverings
as both paint and
wallpaper is quick
and easy to
change”

Team a textured finish
with high gloss for a
great visual effect

Choose a wall-hung toilet
for a contemporary look

Introduce some
curves with the
elegant Paleto tap

Other popular i-Line finishes

i-Line Modular Furniture

Get the look...

Aragon Flint

Durham Oak

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

Doorstyle: i-Line Modular. Door finish:
Midnight Grey Gloss. Handle: Modular
Tube Chrome. Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square Elegant.
Brassware: Paleto.
Wall Tiles: Aluminium Canaletto.

i-Line in Midnight Grey Gloss
and Black Linear
Adding a frame in a contrasting or matching finish
gives modular furniture a totally different and very
modern look. Combine colours and textures for a
unique, contemporary effect.
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You Modular at a glance

i-Line Modular at a glance
Choose a sit-on washbasin from page 132

Choice of ceramic slabtop, Mineralcast
slabtop or sit-on washbasin

The top framing panel is your worktop

All doors or drawers have soft close
runners or hinges as standard

50mm i-Line framing panels give a
contemporary recessed look

You Modular units are always wall-hung

All doors or drawers have soft close
runners or hinges as standard

Aluminium internals

i-Line Modular units
are always wall-hung

You Modular door finishes
1

i-Line modular handles
1
2
3

White Gloss

Ivory Gloss

Tuscan Gloss

Aragon Flint

Aragon Flint Gloss

Modular Tube Chrome
Modular Square Chrome
Bold Wave Chrome

4
5

2

Bold Wave Satin
Bold Chrome Square

3
4
5

Teal

i-Line framing finishes
You can chose any You Modular door finish from the page opposite.

Aubergine Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Parchment Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss
White Gloss

White Linear

Grey Brown Linear

Black Linear

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

Aragon Flint

Midnight Grey Gloss

Eton Oak

Golden Oak

Grey Brown Linear

Cordoba Olive

Walnut

Black Linear

Durham Oak

Walnut

For worktop and carcass options, please see page 190 onwards.
Toilet flush plates on these pages shown for illustrative purposes only.

Dimensions refer to product
widths available

Dimensions refer to
product widths available

double base unit

600, 800, 1000mm
(1200 and 1600mm available as twin unit)

washbasin unit
450, 500mm

double drawer unit

600, 800, 1000mm
(1200 and 1600mm available as twin unit)

toilet unit
500, 600mm

double drawer unit

700, 900, 1100mm
(1300 and 1700mm available as twin unit)

toilet unit
500, 600mm

single drawer unit
700, 900, 1100mm
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Regent concealed
shower valve and
drench head

“Use contrasting
grout for vintage
style appeal”

Create a focal point in
your bathroom with a
stunning cornice mirror

High gloss brick
effect wall tiles
reflect the light

Regent bath shower
mixer with pop-up
waste available
with or without
standpipes

Choose matching or
contrasting painted
bath skirts

Easily clean the
floor under your
toilet by choosing
a wall-hung toilet

The epitome of luxury,
every solid surface
worktop is carefully
hand finished

Vintage Hues floor tiles

20 x 20cm

Painted Roseberry Modular Furniture

Roseberry in Peacock Blue
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Choose a mirror cabinet
complete with mood
lighting and shaver
socket

“For additional
storage choose a
mirror cabinet or
wall unit”

Rustic Brick Magnolia
wall tiles

Even your toilet seat
can match the colour
of your furniture

30 x 10cm

The Roseberry wall-hung
drawer unit features accent
illumination underneath

The Miro sit-on
basin, complete
with overflow

The Regent Tall basin
mixer is just the right
height to team with
the Miro sit-on basin
Create a bold statement with an
inverted chamfer worktop

An authentic
chrome cup
handle offers
industrial style
elements

Mirror wall cabinets
feature mood lighting
underneath

The Sensuelle
freestanding bath
with matching skirt
The top drawer
has dividers for
organising toiletries
and cosmetics

Alternative Roseberry paint finishes

Painted Roseberry Modular Furniture

Roseberry in Peacock Blue
Get the look...

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Blue Lagoon

Dove Grey

London Grey

Doorstyle: Rosa.
Door finish: Peacock Blue.
Handle: Chrome Cup.
Worktop: Moonscape marble effect
solid surface. Basin style: Sit-on.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Regent.
Wall Tiles: Rustic Brick Magnolia.
Floor Tiles: Vintage Hues.

Utilitarian chic meets classic country! Peacock Blue is the anchor point for
this scheme that mixes vintage-style tiling and lighting with richly patterned
ceramics. High gloss brick tiles contrast with the textured grain and vibrant
colour of the wall-hung washbasin unit and the stunning feature bath.
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There are 27 different
designs of ‘Vintage
Greys’ floor tiles

Utilise space
above the
toilet by a tall
units for extra
storage

Consider adding
downlights to illuminate
mirrors without lighting
Wall-mounted taps
keep the worksurface
uncluttered
Tall units are
available with
solid timber or
feature glass
doors
Use London
Grey from
the Roseberry
palette as a
contrast with
Dove Grey

For a luxurious worktop
choose solid surface
with an inset basin

Mix and match
handles and
knobs in your
bathroom

Wall-hang fitted units for
modular appeal. Create
extra storage by adding an
open shelf unit in-between

“Create a feature
framing detail by
choosing contrasting
cladding panels
and plinth”

Create a feature step by
cladding it in solid surface

The Crackle Bar handles
add a decorative touch

Alternative Roseberry paint finishes

Painted Roseberry Modular Furniture

Roseberry in Dove Grey
Get the look...

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Blue Lagoon

Peacock Blue

London Grey

Doorstyle: Rosa. Door finish: Dove Grey
and London Grey. Handle: Crackle Bar
and Crackle Chrome Bar.
Worktop: Snowstorm solid surface.
Basin style: Solid Surface Inset.
Sanitaryware: Monet Classical.
Brassware: Salino.
Wall Tiles: Kameo Iron and Vintage Greys.
Floor Tiles: Vintage Greys.

There’s a hint of the Orient in this exotic bathroom where intricate
patterns, delicate filigrees and ornate details combine. Lit by an
authentic Moroccan lantern, the bathroom furniture in soothing Dove
Grey is complemented by the highly decorative Vintage Greys tiles and
the beautifully shaped Kameo wall tiles.
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Roseberry Modular at a glance

Add grandeur to your
cloakroom with a
crystal chandelier

Choose either a sit-on washbasin or a
fabricated inset solid surface basin

Add style but
save space with
the Regent basin
monobloc mixer
tap

Roseberry painted side panels are
fitted to Modular units and give a
framed, co-ordinated look

“A large mirror will
make a small room
seem bigger”

Drawers and doors are
soft close as standard

Quirky wallpaper
is a fun choice in
a cloakroom

Eton Oak interna

Features Eton Oak drawer
organisers

ls

Hexo Platinum
wall tiles
12 x 10cm

C.

Roseberry handles

A.

A. Chrome Cup handle
B. Crackle Chrome Bar handle
C. Crystal Cylindrical knob
D. Chrome Button knob
This space-saving
solution combines
a good sized basin
with practical
storage space

B.

D.

Roseberry paint finishes

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Peacock Blue

Blue Lagoon

Dove Grey

London Grey

Monet Round
back-to-wall
toilet with soft
close timber
toilet seat
Dimensions refer to product
widths available

Warehouse Grey floor tiles
90 x 15cm

Accessorise with crystal, both
with your choice of handle
and your light fitting too!

Painted Roseberry Modular Furniture

Roseberry in Peacock Blue
Who says cloakrooms can’t be stunning? Add colour, style and storage with
Roseberry furniture in Peacock Blue and then let your imagination run riot
when it comes to accessories!

cloakroom unit
500mm

double drawer unit

600, 800mm
(1168 - 1558mm available as twin units)

toilet unit
600mm
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The largest basin in
the Qube range is a
generous 1000mm
wide option
“Consider using
decorative floor
tiles to a feature
wall”

The Qube mirror
cabinet comes
complete with
shaver socket

Cleverly designed
to accommodate
the basin waste,
the top drawer
features a cut out

A handleless mirror
door offers a sleek
and stylish look

Choose from seven
Qube finishes,
including White Gloss

Qube washbasin units are
available with ceramic or
Mineralcast basins
The stylish
aluminium insert
creates a unique
design feature
With matching
laminate worktop,
the Qube toilet unit
looks minimal and
modern

Parquet
Weathered Elm
floor tiles

“Stunning white
gloss looks fabulous
in any bathroom”

Simple yet elegant,
the Della basin tap

24.6 x 101cm

Silver Cloud floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Qube in Aragon Flint
Qube Modular
For a peaceful, soothing retreat, team the neutral effect of Aragon Flint
with tones and textures of tiles inspired by nature.

Qube Modular Furniture

Qube in White Gloss
A place for everything and everything in its place! The spacious, deep drawers of
the Qube washbasin unit will accommodate plenty of towels and toiletries.
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Qube Modular at a glance

Choose either ceramic or
Mineralcast slabtop washbasin
The sleek integrated aluminium
inlay strip defines the Qube style
Drawers and doors are
soft close as standard
Qube Modular washbasin units
are always wall-hung
“Consider installing a low
height wall to provide
practical shelving and
disguise unsightly
pipework”

Qube door finishes

To give more space for
washing, the tap is offset
to the left hand side

Choose from a wallhung or floor-standing
Qube cloakroom unit

White Gloss

Aragon Flint

The Quantum Square
wall-hung toilet with
soft close seat

Eton Oak

Walnut

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

Black Linear

mirror cabinet

500, 600, 800, 1000mm

illuminated mirror
500, 600, 800, 1200mm

For a contemporary seamless
look, choose co-ordinating wall
and floor tiles

Qube Modular Furniture

Qube in Black Linear
Even the smallest cloakroom can pack a mighty punch. Add a space-saving
cloakroom washbasin unit and then dress to impress.

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

tall storage unit
400mm

double door unit
500, 600mm

toilet unit
500, 600mm
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FREESTANDING
FURNITURE
DOWNTON • SYMMETRY • ROSEBERRY • QUBE

Choice of
contemporary
ceramic and
Mineralcast
washbasins

Choose doors or drawers
with soft close runners or
hinges as standard

Side panels are
the same finish
as the door

FREESTANDING
FURNITURE

Pipework does
not need to be
concealed within
the walls

Freestanding units stand
on the floor, but are fixed
to the wall

Freestanding Furniture - versatile and distinguished
As the name suggests, Freestanding furniture is designed to stand on the floor, individually.
No matter what your preferred style, Freestanding furniture has a solution. From the period
traditional elegance of Roseberry and Downton to the sleek minimalism of Qube and Symmetry,
there’s something for you in the Freestanding range.

F R E E S TA N D I N G F U R N I T U R E

page 106

page 118

page 120

page 124
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Mirror cabinets are perfect
for storing make-up and
smaller items

“Make the most of
the features in your
bathroom - recesses in
the bathroom are ideal
for freestanding
tall units.”

Biscuit Brick wall tiles
20 x 10cm

Slabtop, sit-on or
undermounted basin,
it’s up to you!

Tall units from the
Downton range are
available as single or
double options

Palermo towel ring

A modern take on a period
range, Savio brassware
features details such as
cross heads
Soft close drawers and doors
are fitted as standard

For a retro vintage inspired floor,
choose Bohemian Beiges floor tiles
For a more contemporary
freestanding bath, why
not choose Utopia’s
Sensuelle bath

Choose a Quantum
Classical back-to-wall
toilet complete with unit
and cistern from Utopia

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Downton Shaker in Eton Oak
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Beautiful Ivory Quartz
solid surface

Perfect in an
alcove, the
Downton tall
double base unit
Authentic in
appearance, the Savio
basin mixer tap

“Restoring a period
property? Try and
choose bathroom
products to reflect the
era that your house
was built.”

Each Bohemian
Beiges floor tile is
made up of four
different geometric
patterns
Emulating the
textured grain of
wood, Eton Oak
looks sensational

Classically styled,
the Crackle Bar
handle

Alternative Downton paint effect finishes

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Get the look...

English White

English Parchment

English Sage

English Duck Egg

English Grey

Doorstyle: Downton Shaker.
Door finish: Eton Oak. Handle: Crackle Bar.
Worktop: Alabaster Beige solid
surface. Basin style: Ceramic slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Classical.
Brassware: Savio.
Wall Tiles: Biscuit Brick.
Floor Tiles: Bohemian Beiges.

Downton Shaker in Eton Oak
A calm, restful bathroom in natural tones with a classic washbasin unit
flanked by twin tall cabinets to provide plenty of storage space. A decorative
ceramic handle with a subtle crackle effect adds an authentic touch.
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SYMMETRY FITTED
BATHROOM FURNITURE
Ivory Brick wall tiles
20 x 10cm

The Downton Illuminated
mirror includes two
downlights and comes
complete with a shelf

Soft close drawers
and doors are a
standard feature

A double wall unit
offers essential
extra storage

“Add a decorative
element to your
walls by tiling them
with patterned
Bohemian
Blues”

Downton units are
available in five
painted-effect finishes
and two woodgrains

Salino four hole bath
shower mixer

Add interest in your
bathroom with
differing height units

All Downton units
are supplied with
optional plinth

The extra deep
Downton vanity unit
with optional luxury
solid surface

Bohemian Blues floor tiles
60 x 60cm

Alternative Downton finishes

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Get the look...

English White

English Parchment

English Sage

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

Doorstyle: Downton Classical.
Door finish: English Duck Egg.
Handle: Crackle Button. Worktop: Ivory
Quartz solid surface. Basin style:
Ceramic undermounted.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Classical.
Brassware: Salino.
Wall Tiles: Ivory Brick and Bohemian Blues.
Floor Tiles: Bohemian Blues.

Downton Classical in English Duck Egg
Inspired by the elegance of period bathroom styling, Downton is a
collection of beautiful freestanding pieces of furniture.
This lovely bathroom with a classic shaped door finished in English Duck
Egg combines modern convenience with traditional appeal.
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The flyover detail
on the Downton
mirror features
downlights

Our bevelled-edge
brick wall tiles are
available in a choice
of eight colours

“Add zing into
your bathroom
with hot orange
accessories”

All Downton units
feature a soft internal
parchment finish

Wall-mounted taps add
a touch of class and
keep the worksurface
free of clutter

Twin basins, where
space permits, are the
ultimate luxury

English Grey - our
deepest painted-effect
woodgrain

Add a contemporary
feel to your bathroom
with wall-mounted
Savio basin taps

Detailing on the
Downton Classical
doorstyle continues onto
the Quantum Classical
back-to-wall toilet

The classic chamfer
edge detail

Frosted Elm floor tiles
101 x 24.6cm

Alternative Downton finishes

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Get the look...

English White

English Parchment

English Sage

All Downton units
are supplied with
optional plinth

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

Doorstyle: Downton Classical.
Door finish: English Grey.
Handle: Classic Crystal knob.
Worktop: Ivory Quartz solid surface.
Basin style: Ceramic undermounted.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Classical.
Brassware: Savio. Wall Tiles: Grey Brick.
Floor Tiles: Frosted Elm.

Downton Classical in English Grey
A strong statement shade, English Grey is a bold choice but fabulous
teamed with lighter tiles and a dazzling burst of accent colour. Matching
panelling under the window creates a beautiful feature window seat.
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“Bevelled-edge
brick tiles are the
perfect choice for a
traditional
scheme”

Add some sparkle in
your bathroom with
crystal knobs

“Crystal accessories
bring a touch of
glamour to any
bathroom”

Ivory Brick wall tiles

20 x 10cm

Mink Brick wall
tiles feature
an authentic
bevelled edge
detail

The Downton vanity
unit is available with
drop-in ceramic,
sit-on or luxury solid
surface inset basin

Choose from
laminate or solid
surface worktops

Salino three hole
bath filler

The Salino basin
monobloc tap is
ideal for smaller
basins as well as
standard ones

Fossil floor tiles
All Downton units
are supplied with
an optional plinth

44.5 x 44.5cm

For a more
freestanding
modern
look, fit your
Downton units
without the
optional plinth

Choose a matching bath
panel in either Downton
Classical or Downton Shaker

Natural Crème floor tiles

44.3 x 44.3cm

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Downton Shaker in English Parchment
Cloakrooms are invariably small but they can still be planned very effectively
and stylishly. Using a reduced depth unit topped with a space saving basin
takes very little floor space but offers all the appeal of the Downton look,
shown here with and without the optional plinth.

Downton Freestanding Furniture

Downton Classical in English Sage
Featuring beautiful hand finished washstands and accessories,
Downton uses elegant framing and pilasters to achieve a
classical look.

Go to our website to Visualise this room
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Downton Freestanding at a glance

Downton doorstyles

Choose from 20mm / 28mm solid
surface or laminate worktops

Downton Classical (left)

Available with solid surface inset,
ceramic slabtop or sit-on basins

Downton Shaker (right)

Classic raised and fielded door.
Simple shaker styling.

Downton internals
are Parchment finish
Doors and drawers have
soft close hinges and runners
as standard
Downton units come with
optional infill plinth panels
Pipework does not need to be
concealed within the walls
Parchment internals

Downton finishes

Dimensions refer to
product widths available

framed mirror

400, 500, 600, 700, 800mm

double door mirror unit
650mm

illuminated mirror
550, 650, 1200mm

English White

English Parchment

English Sage

Eton Oak

English Duck Egg

English Grey

Durham Oak

Downton handle options
H
J
N
O
P
Q

Straight Bar Chrome
Square Bar Chrome/satin
Crackle Bar
Crackle Button
Classic Crystal knob
Chrome Round knob

H
washbasin drawer
line unit
500mm

washbasin drawer
line unit

toilet unit
600mm

tall single base
400mm

tall storage unit
400mm

N

Q

J

o

P

600mm
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Symmetry Freestanding at a glance
Curved mirror
panels are
available with
optional lighting
and demister

Choose from ceramic drop-in, sit-on or
inset solid surface washbasins

Opt for a fully
co-ordinated bath side
panel, top rail and
optional storage unit

Choose your door colour below and
carcass colour from page 190

The curved mirror echoes
the contours of the
Symmetry unit below

All Symmetry internals
are Aluminium
Symmetry Freestanding
units are designed to stand
separately from each other
Aluminium internals

White Matrix wall tiles
33.3 x 20cm

Symmetry Freestanding door finishes

Where space
permits, the bath
end storage unit
completes the
contour of the
Symmetry bath
beautifully

Luxurious
twin solid
surface
basins

White Gloss

Silver Cloud floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

“Add feature
accent
illumination with
Symmetry plinth
lighting”

Sleek and sophisticated,
the Symmetry curved
handle

White Linear

Ivory Gloss

Tuscan Gloss

Aragon Flint

Aragon Flint Gloss

Aubergine Gloss

Cocoa Gloss

Parchment Gloss

Midnight Grey Gloss

Grey Brown Linear

Black Linear

Eton Oak

Durham Oak

Teal

Walnut

Symmetry Freestanding Furniture

Symmetry in Black Linear
The lightly textured surface and horizontal grain of Black Linear looks equally
impressive with either Noir or Glacial White solid surface worktops. It’s a
subtle yet exciting effect and a perfect complement to the gentle, organic
curves of Symmetry. Choosing wall and floor tiles from the same colour
palette ensures a co-ordinating theme throughout.

Dimensions refer
to product widths
available

four door washbasin unit
1271 - 1291mm

toilet unit

602 - 672mm
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Add feature accent
illumination behind
a mirror with
Symmetry plinth
lighting

Tall framed
decorative panels,
perfect for use
with wall lights

Rustic
Briquette
Smoked
wall tiles

5 x 7.5cm

Create a focal
point in your
bathroom with
a stunning
cornice mirror

“For a dramatic
visual effect, site a
freestanding bath
in a bay window
alcove”

Regent bath shower
mixer with pop-up
waste available
with or without
standpipes
Create a feature
shelf using solid
surface worktop

Co-ordinate your
worktops to your
choice of basin

Choose a matching or
contrasting painted
bath skirt

Street Pewter floor tiles
20 x 10cm

Ghetto Pewter floor tiles
27 x 24cm

To match your
units, choose one
of our soft close
painted timber
toilet seats

Painted Roseberry Freestanding Furniture

Roseberry in London Grey
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Roseberry Freestanding at a glance
“Inject interest and
colour into your
bathroom by using
wallpaper”

For luxurious bathing,
choose a Sensuelle
Freestanding bath

Ceramic slabtop washbasin with
the option of one or three tap holes
All doors feature soft close
hinges as standard
All Roseberry internals and
carcasses are Eton Oak

A.
B.

Salino Mono
Basin Mixer Tap

Roseberry handles
A. Crackle Chrome Bar handle
B. Crystal Cylindrical knob
C. Chrome Button knob

C.

Roseberry paint finishes

Freestanding double
door unit with
feature ceramic
slabtop basin
Integrate a tall wall
open shelf unit
above your toilet

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Peacock Blue

Blue Lagoon

Dove Grey

London Grey

Ice, one of twelve
luxury solid surface
worktop options
mirror cabinet

590, 790, 1158, 1558mm

Detailing on the
Roseberry doorstyle
continues onto the
Monet Classical
back-to-wall pan

tall wall open shelf unit
300, 350, 600, 700mm

Eton Oak internals
and carcasses

Painted Roseberry Freestanding Furniture

Get the look...
Doorstyle: Rosa.
Door finish: London Grey.
Handle: Crackle Chrome Bar.
Worktop: Ice solid surface.
Basin style: Ceramic slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Monet Classical.
Brassware: Regent.
Wall Tiles: Rustic Briquette Smoked.
Floor Tiles: Ghetto Pewter and Street Pewter.

Roseberry in London Grey
Period style meets contemporary urban living in this elegant
bathroom where the textures and colours are seamlessly
blended for a cosmopolitan look.

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

freestanding
cloakroom unit
395mm

double door unit
600, 800mm

toilet unit

500, 600, 700mm
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The Qube mirror
cabinet comes
complete with
shaver socket
and overhead
light

“Add a punch of
colour to a simple
Scandi scheme
with bright painted
walls”

Wall-hung units
offer additional
storage and look
sensational

Infold bath shower screen
for ease of use

Choose from Mineralcast
or ceramic basin options

Rustic Brick White wall tiles
30 x 10cm

Fixed rectangular
drench head and
Cascata concealed
shower valve

A handleless mirror
door offers a sleek
and stylish look

Wall mounted
Cascata bath
shower mixer

The top drawer
has been cleverly
designed to
accommodate
the basin
waste

Choose from seven
Qube finishes,
including Eton Oak

The stylish
aluminium insert
creates a unique
design feature

With matching
laminate worktop,
the Qube toilet unit
looks minimal and
modern

Simple and stylish,
the Cascata basin
mixer tap

Crema Canaletto floor tiles
44.3 x 44.3cm

Popular Qube finishes

Qube Freestanding Furniture

Qube in Eton Oak
Get the look...
White Gloss

Aragon Flint

Walnut

Grey Brown Linear

Doorstyle: Qube. Door finish: Eton Oak.
Handle: Qube. Worktop: Eton Oak.
Basin style: Mineralcast slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Quantum Square.
Brassware: Cascata.
Wall Tiles: Rustic Brick White.
Floor Tiles: Crema Canaletto.

Kick-start the day in this energising bathroom. The vibrant burst of colour
on the walls is beautifully balanced by the glistening high gloss tiles and
the warm textured finish of the Eton Oak furniture.
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Striking Caspia
basin mixer tap

Drench head or riser
rail? fit both to suit all
your family’s needs!

Grey Brick wall tiles

20 x 10cm

“On-trend grey gloss
tiles and furniture
achieve a stylish,
polished look”

The stylish aluminium
insert creates a unique
design feature

Choose from Mineralcast
or ceramic basin options

For a fully co-ordinated
look, choose a bath panel
to match the other units in
your bathroom

Cleverly designed,
the co-ordinating
handleless mirror
cabinet

Simple in style, the
Matese back-to-wall
toilet
The mirror cabinet
comes with an integrated
shaver socket which will
also charge an electric
toothbrush

Add textures such as wood
effect floor tiles - a perfect
complement to sleek Midnight
Grey Gloss furniture

Frosted Elm floor tiles

24.6 x 101cm

More Qube finishes

Qube Freestanding Furniture

Qube in Midnight Grey Gloss
Get the look...

Eton Oak

Aragon Flint

Walnut

Black Linear

Doorstyle: Qube. Door finish: Midnight
Grey Gloss. Handle: Qube.
Worktop: Midnight Grey Gloss.
Basin style: Mineralcast slabtop.
Sanitaryware: Matese.
Brassware: Caspia. Wall Tiles: Grey Brick.
Floor Tiles: Frosted Elm.

This smart family bathroom blends tones of grey with beautiful
high gloss surfaces for a sophisticated look. There’s also plenty
of concealed storage space to keep it looking perfect.
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Create a stylish statement
by using wallpaper

Qube Freestanding at a glance

Arctic Waves
wall tiles

70 x 25cm

The Aras Round
shower comes
complete with
drench head and
riser rail showering
options

Choose from ceramic or
Mineralcast slabtop washbasins
Door and carcass colours are
always the same

The stylish
aluminium insert
creates a unique
design feature

All doors and drawers feature
soft close hinges and runners
Qube Freestanding furniture is
designed to stand individually,
fixed to the wall.

Qube door finishes

Fossil floor tiles

44.5 x 44.5cm

Complete with plinth, the
Qube floor-standing unit is
quick and easy to install!

Accentuate the warm
tones of Walnut with
an equally rich accent
colour such as teal

White Gloss

Aragon Flint

Eton Oak

Walnut

Grey Brown Linear

Midnight Grey Gloss

Black Linear

mirror cabinet

500, 600, 800, 1000mm

“Rich wood finishes
such as Walnut create
a warm aurora in any
bathroom or
en-suite”

illuminated mirror
500, 600, 800, 1200mm

The top drawer
has been cleverly
designed to
accommodate the
basin waste

Qube Freestanding Furniture

Qube in Walnut

Oozing wet room style, this bathroom has an extra large shower
enclosure. Sparkling white wall tiles with a subtle wave pattern are the
perfect contrast to the warm natural wood tones of the furniture.

Dimensions
refer to
product
widths
available

tall storage unit
400mm

double drawer unit

500, 600, 800mm
(1000mm wall-hung unit available)

toilet unit
500, 600mm
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The Utopia sanitaryware ranges at a glance
Contemporary style
Clean, sharp lines and minimal detailing make our contemporary sanitaryware range perfect for a modern bathroom.

Sit-on basins

Quantum Square range

Classic style
The balance of classic lines and timeless design is perfect teamed with any Utopia range.

Matese range

SANITARYWARE
CONTEMPORARY • CLASSIC • TRADITIONAL

Quantum Round range

Traditional style
Adorned with period detail, our traditional sanitaryware ranges are designed to suit our Downton and Roseberry ranges.

Quantum Classical range

Monet Round range

Monet Classical

A quick guide to what’s what...
Washbasins
Semi-recessed - a basin specifically designed to be used with fitted furniture and partially recessed into the worktop.
Undermounted - a basin which is typically fixed to the underside of a solid surface worktop.
Drop-in - similar to an undermounted basin, but drops into and rests on the surface of any worktop.
Sit-on - ideal with modular furniture, and typically a bowl or vessel, this basin sits directly on the worksurface.
Solid surface Inset - a custom-made, hand-finished bowl that is seamlessly incorporated into a luxury solid surface worktop.
Slabtop - a single-piece basin, specifically designed to suit a modular or freestanding unit.

Toilets
Back-to-wall - floor-standing, used with a concealed cistern within a wall or a toilet unit from any Utopia range.
Wall-hung - use with a concealed cistern and fixing bracket which can be incorporated into a toilet unit.
Close-coupled - this two-piece toilet comprises pan and cistern and is designed to be stand-alone.
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CONTEMPORARY SANITARYWARE
SIT-ON BASINS

Quantum Square
sit-on washbasins

Voyage sit-on
washbasin

Quantum
Square Elegant
sit-on cloakroom
washbasin

Miro sit-on washbasin with
integrated overflow, ideal
for use with wall-mounted or
deck-mounted taps

Quantum Square
Elegant sit-on washbasin

Sit-on washbasins
Sit-on basins add contemporary style and a dash of hotel chic to any
bathroom and also free up worktop space for accessories.
The perfect choice to go with modular wall-hung and freestanding
furniture, a sit-on basin will become the centrepiece of your bathroom.
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CONTEMPORARY SANITARYWARE
QUANTUM SQUARE

Quantum Square semirecessed washbasin
- designed specifically
for fitted furniture

The minimalist Quantum Square
sit-on washbasin, perfect for use
with modular or freestanding
furniture

Dual flush concealed
cisterns are pre-plumbed
into our toilet units and
are easy to access

Quantum Square Elegant sit-on
Cloakroom washbasin shown
on a Downton freestanding
cloakroom unit

Pre-cut fascias on toilet
and washbasin units make
installation quick and easy

Quantum Square
close-coupled toilet

Quantum Square
wall-hung toilet
and soft close seat
as standard

Quantum Square
back-to-wall toilet
Perfect for reduced
depth fitted furniture,
the Quantum Square
semi-recessed short
projection washbasin
features one taphole
positioned to the left

Easily clean the floor under
your toilet by choosing a
wall-hung pan

Quantum Square Sanitaryware
Full of contemporary appeal, Quantum Square styling is based on
straight lines, sharp angles and precise corners.
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CLASSIC SANITARYWARE
QUANTUM ROUND AND MATESE
All Utopia
sanitaryware
comes with
a lifetime
guarantee
Matese back-towall toilet

Quantum Round
semi-recessed
short projection
washbasin, ideal
where space is at
a premium

Matese semi-recessed
short projection
washbasin
Quantum Round
back-to-wall toilet
and soft close seat
as standard

Matese semi-recessed
cloakroom washbasin

Matese semi-recessed
standard washbasin

Quantum Round
semi-recessed
standard washbasin

Easy to access, dual flush
concealed cisterns are preplumbed into our toilet units

Quantum Round
semi-recessed
cloakroom
washbasin

Pre-cut fascias
make installation
quick and easy

Quantum Round Sanitaryware
Quantum Round is a beautiful range of gently curved sanitaryware,
perfect for introducing softer elements to bathroom design.

Quantum Round
Semi Recessed
Washbasin

All toilets come with
a soft close seat as
standard

Matese Sanitaryware
Combining classic styling with beautiful curves, Matese sanitaryware
is at home in a modern or traditional setting.
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Ideal for use with Roseberry
furniture, the Monet Round
back-to-wall toilet features a
painted timber soft close seat
to match your choice of unit

TRADITIONAL SANITARYWARE
MONET ROUND AND CLASSICAL / QUANTUM CLASSICAL

The Quantum Classical
semi-recessed washbasin
perfectly suits our more
traditional fitted doorstyles

Monet Classical
semi-recessed
cloakroom
washbasin

Monet Classical
back-to-wall toilet
with painted timber
soft close seat

The detailing on the Monet Classical
semi-recessed washbasin perfectly
complements the Rosa doorstyle

Quantum Classical
back-to-wall toilet

Dual flush concealed
cisterns are pre-plumbed
into our toilet units and
are easy to access

Pre-cut fascias
on toilet and
washbasin units
make installation
quick and easy
Quantum Classical
drop-in washbasin

Monet Round and Monet Classical Sanitaryware
A distinctive and authentic traditional design, perfectly suited to period homes and the ideal
complement to the Roseberry furniture range.

Quantum Classical Sanitaryware
Designed to complement bathrooms with a more traditional feel,
Quantum Classical sanitaryware features attractive period styling.
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Utopia baths at a glance
Standard shower baths

Dualelle Bath

Roundelle Bath

Shaped shower baths

Symmetry Bath

BATHS

Definity Bath

Freestanding bath

S TA N D A R D • S H A P E D • F R E E S TA N D I N G

Sensuelle Bath

All Utopia baths feature Resinite Bath Technology
which provides triple-layer reinforcement and
a 5mm ICI acrylic top coat giving extra strength,
rigidity and longevity.

Reinforced lip makes fitting
bath panels easy
Acrylic top coat is a warm to
touch, durable, high-gloss,
easy clean finish formed
from 5mm ICI acrylic
Resinite high reinforcement
18mm Baseboard is totally
encapsulated by the Resinite

Retains Heat

Amazingly Strong

Unique Design

30 Year Guarantee
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BATHS
STANDARD SHOWER BATHS

Optional bath panel
top rail (shown here in
contrasting Durham Oak)
to deflect excess water

Dualelle shower bath

Roundelle shower bath

Dualelle baths are available in two sizes and feature a striking square profile. They are double-ended for practical use,
comfort and planning flexibility. Complementary single or double panel infold bath screens are available in the range.

Roundelle baths are available in two sizes. This double-ended bath features soft internal curves for luxurious bathing and
distinctive style. Complementary single or double panel infold bath screens are available in the range.

Available in:

1700 x 700mm and 1700 x 750mm

Available in:

Tap ledge supplied un-drilled allowing you to choose your brassware location.

Tap ledge supplied un-drilled allowing you to choose your brassware location.

Popular Dualelle bath panel finishes

Popular Roseberry painted bath panel finishes

Available in all six Original Fitted doorstyles, the co-ordinating bath panels, which match or
contrast with your furniture, are offered with or without a plinth.

White Gloss

Eton Oak

You can use a shower over this bath

Midnight Grey Gloss

1700 x 700mm and 1800 x 800mm

Aragon Flint

Like the Rosa door, Roseberry painted bath panels feature a classic bordered design.
Add bath pilasters or plinth to continue the co-ordinated look,

Clotted Cream

Dove Grey

Blue Lagoon

Peacock Blue
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BATHS
SHAPED SHOWER BATHS

Optional top rail (shown here in
co-ordinating Walnut) to deflect
excess water

Symmetry bath
panels are curved to
echo the contour of
your furniture

Matching bath panels
are available in every
furniture finish

Where space
permits, the bath
end storage unit
completes the
contour of the
Symmetry bath
beautifully

Symmetry shower bath
With the same stunning curves as the furniture range, the Symmetry shower bath is the ideal solution for a recess or corner.
The optional curved shower screen is perfectly contoured to the edge of the bath, and there’s even an optional integrated
storage unit to add useful extra space for toiletries and cleaning products.
Available in:

Definity shower bath
The Definity bath is cleverly designed for those who need both a bath and shower and want a larger dedicated showering area.
The matching shower screen has a high performance seal and features dual-direction opening for ease of cleaning and access.
Available in:

1695 x 845mm (without storage) and 2140 x 845mm (with storage)

Available left or right-handed, right-handed shown.
Tap ledge supplied un-drilled allowing you to choose your brassware location.

Available left or right-handed, left-handed shown
Tap ledge supplied un-drilled allowing you to choose your brassware location.

Popular Definity bath panel finishes

Popular Symmetry bath panel finishes
Complete the stylish look of the Symmetry curved bath with the dedicated three part bath panel,
available in all Symmetry finishes, with the option to have an additional storage unit.

White Gloss

Grey Brown Linear

You can use a shower over this bath

Midnight Grey Gloss

1700 x 850mm

Black Linear

The Definity bath panels follow the profile of this shaped bath for a neat and minimal look.
Choose a finish to match or contrast with your furniture

White Gloss

Walnut

Midnight Grey Gloss

Eton Oak
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BATHS
FREESTANDING BATH

Sensuelle bath shown
with an un-painted skirt
London Grey skirt

Sensuelle Freestanding bath

Sensuelle painted bath skirt

A stunning centrepiece bath, equally at home in a contemporary scheme with wall-mounted brassware or a traditional bathroom
with floor-standing pillar taps, the Sensuelle bath can also be inset into a stunning solid surface surround (see page 192).
Available in:

You can choose to have the Sensuelle bath with a painted skirt in any Roseberry paint
finish, to match or contrast with your Roseberry furniture.

1700 x 750mm

Peacock Blue
painted skirt

Clotted Cream
painted skirt

Tap ledge supplied un-drilled allowing you to choose your brassware location.

Cotton White

Clotted Cream

Peacock Blue

Blue Lagoon

Dove Grey

London Grey
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BATHS
BATH SHOWER SCREENS

Clearshield
reduces water
spots from
limescale and
mineral deposits
to keep glass
looking like new

Clearshield repels water
so the screen stays
cleaner for longer which
reduces the growth of
bacteria and mould

Dualelle deluxe bath panel in
White Gloss with contrasting
Walnut plinth
(Original Fitted range)

Two options available - standard
or deluxe (shown), which
features a plinth to match or
contrast with the side panel

Roseberry bath panel in
Cotton White (Roseberry
Fitted range)

Clearshield
Single panel bath
shower screen

Symmetry
bath shower screen

Double panel bath
shower screen

Definity
bath shower screen

Definity bath panel
in Midnight Grey Gloss
(You Modular range)
850mm

1500mm

1500mm

1500mm

1500mm

Symmetry bath panel
in Parchment Gloss
(Symmetry range)

Dual
direction
pivot

880mm

875mm

197
mm

810mm

All Utopia bath shower screens are now significantly thicker for a premium quality feel.
Single panel, double panel and Definity screens feature 8mm toughened glass.
* Symmetry curved screen is 6mm

Co-ordinating bath panels
Co-ordinating bath panels provide that all important finishing touch for your bathroom
and are available in finishes to match or contrast with your furniture.
We offer a comprehensive selection of shapes and sizes so that you match your colour
and doorstyle, no matter which Utopia bath you select.
Minimal bath panels complement a modular look and deluxe Fitted or Roseberry bath
panels are supplied with a plinth height to match your furniture.

Bath shower screens
Utopia bath shower screens are designed specifically to suit our range
of baths and are manufactured to the very highest standards.
All bath shower screens feature Clearshield technology, which is a
permanent water-repellent coating.
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Utopia brassware at a glance
Contemporary style
Sleek contemporary brassware with its minimalist styling is the perfect accompaniment for bathrooms with a modern feel.

Cascata range

Reo range

Paleto range

Classic style
A fusion of contemporary and heritage influences, the classic brassware range suits any style of bathroom.

BRASSWARE

Salino range

Caspia range

Della range

Razo range

Lana range

CONTEMPORARY • CLASSIC • TRADITIONAL

Traditional style
If you’re creating a period look in your bathroom, make an authentic statement with traditionally-styled brassware.

Regent range

Savio range

Shower kits
An all-in-one showering solution for your bathroom, Aras thermostatic shower kits include a drench head and riser rail.

Aras range (showers)
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CONTEMPORARY BRASSWARE
CASCATA

Cascata Fall wide
basin monobloc
mixer tap
with click-clack waste

Cascata basin
monobloc mixer tap
with click-clack waste

Fixed rectangular
drench head with
straight arm

Cascata Fall basin
monobloc mixer tap
with click-clack waste

Cascata
manual
concealed
shower
valve

Cascata wall-mounted
bath shower mixer

Cascata dual-control
thermostatic concealed
shower valve

Cascata bath
shower mixer

Cascata bath filler

Cascata Brassware
The ultimate in contemporary brassware, Cascata features striking
minimalist style with architectural angles. The subtle waterfall effect
provides a tranquil and soothing vibe, perfect for a relaxing soak!

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.

The Cascata basin mixers are not suitable for use with the Quantum Round Short Projection and Cloakroom semi-recessed basins.
Only thermostatically-controlled valves should be used to operate a shower.
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CONTEMPORARY BRASSWARE
REO / PALETO

Reo basin monobloc
mixer tap is available
in standard or short
projection
with click-clack waste

Paleto three hole
wall-mounted
basin mixer tap

Paleto basin
monobloc mixer tap

Reo hot and
cold bath taps

Paleto three
hole basin mixer

Reo bath
filler

Paleto bath tap
and overflow filler
Reo bar
shower
mixer

Reo thermostatic
concealed shower
valve and diverter

fixed square
drench head with
curved arm
Paleto three
hole bath mixer

Reo built-in
stopcock

Reo three handle
thermostatic
concealed shower valve
and diverter

square shower
wall elbow

Reo square
sliding rail
shower kit
with single
flow handset

Reo Brassware

Paleto Brassware

Striking in design, the comprehensive Reo brassware range offers the complete
solution for your bathroom. Choose your basin mixer, then match bath taps and
shower controls to suit the needs of your family.
Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

With its signature style and minimalist curves, Paleto suggests a fusion where hotel
chic meets modern family bathroom. From the stunning wall-mounted basin mixer
to the contemporary bath filler, Paleto is every bit as stylish as your bathroom.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.

The Reo short projection basin mixer is not suitable for use with the Quantum Round Short Projection and Cloakroom semi-recessed basins.
The Reo basin mixer is not suitable for use with the Quantum Square Elegant sit-on, Quantum Round Short Projection and Cloakroom semi-recessed basins.
Only thermostatically-controlled valves should be used to operate a shower.
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CONTEMPORARY
CLASSIC BRASSWARE
CASCATA
SALINO

Salino deck-mounted
bath valves

Salino basin
monobloc mixer tap
includes pop-up waste

Salino three hole
basin mixer tap set
includes pop-up waste

Salino three
hole wallmounted
mixer tap

Salino concealed
thermostatic
shower valve

Fixed rectangular
drench head with
straight arm

Salino three hole
bath filler set

Salino concealed
flow valve

Salino Four Hole
Bath Shower Mixer

Salino hot & cold
basin taps

Salino Brassware
A classic mix of design where contemporary influences combine with heritage
elements to offer a striking range of brassware. Featuring stylish cross-head
handles, Salino looks equally at home in any modern or traditional setting.

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.

Only thermostatically-controlled valves should be used to operate a shower.
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CLASSIC BRASSWARE
CASPIA / DELLA

Della short projection basin
monobloc mixer tap
includes click-clack waste

Caspia hot and cold bath taps

Caspia bath filler

Della bath filler

Della oval sliding rail shower
kit with single flow handset and
thermostatic bar shower valve
also available without bar
shower valve

Della monobloc mixer tap
includes click-clack waste

Della bath shower mixer

Caspia basin
monobloc mixer tap
includes click-clack waste

Caspia bath
shower mixer

Fixed oval drench head
with angled arm

Oval shower
wall elbow

Caspia Brassware

Della thermostatic bar
shower valve

Della thermostatic
concealed shower
valve with diverter

Della Brassware

The geometric angles of the Caspia brassware range, softened by the signature
lever look stunning in any contemporary bathroom setting. Choose from three
bath tap solutions, designed with the modern family in mind.

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

Della thermostatic
concealed shower
valve with diverter

Soft curves epitomise the Della range of brassware. Elegant in
design, this comprehensive range has the complete solution for
each and every bathroom. Its classic style ensures it will remain a
timeless addition to your bathroom.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.

The Caspia basin mixer is not suitable for use with the Quantum Round Short Projection and Cloakroom semi-recessed basins.
Only thermostatically-controlled valves should be used to operate a shower.
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CLASSIC BRASSWARE
RAZO / LANA
Razo bath
shower mixer

Razo bath filler

Razo basin monobloc
mixer tap
includes click-clack waste

Razo short projection
basin monobloc
mixer tap
includes click-clack
waste

Razo Brassware

Lana Brassware

With minimalist curves designed to complement the angular lever, Razo brassware
is a classic fusion of striking elements.

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

The Lana wall-mounted basin mixer features signature cross-head handles
that epitomise modern living. A stylish solution for years to come.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.
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CONTEMPORARY
TRADITIONAL BRASSWARE
CASCATA
REGENT

Regent basin
monobloc mixer

Regent concealed
thermostatic
shower valve

Regent three hole
basin mixer

Regent bath
shower mixer
available with
or without
standpipes

Regent tall basin
monobloc mixer
with click-clack waste
Regent three hole
wall-mounted
basin mixer

Regent fixed round
drench head with
curved arm

Regent three hole
bath filler set

Regent Brassware
Stunning in design, the comprehensive Regent brassware range offers the
complete solution for any traditional bathroom. As its name suggests,
Regent taps will add an air of opulence to your bathroom.

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.

The Regent monobloc basin mixer is not suitable for use with the Quantum Round Short Projection and Cloakroom semi-recessed basins.
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Savio three hole basin
mixer tap set
includes click-clack waste

Savio three hole wall-mounted
basin mixer tap set
includes click-clack waste

Striking in design, the Aras
Square shower kit is the
perfect showering solution
to our contemporary
brassware ranges

Savio hot and cold basin taps
includes click-clack waste
Savio basin monobloc
mixer tap
includes click-clack waste

A stylish showering console, Aras
Round perfectly co-ordinates
with our classic and traditional
brassware ranges
Savio bath
shower mixer

Savio bath filler

Savio hot and cold bath taps

Savio Brassware

Aras Shower Kits

Featuring traditional cross-head handles, Savio is a stunning choice for any period
property. The soft curves and linear detailing allude to the elegance of a bygone era.
The Savio brassware range offers the complete solution ensuring perfect harmony in
any traditional bathroom.

Suitable for high and low pressure systems, operating at 0.2 BAR and above.

Stunning in design, the Aras Square and Aras Round shower kits have been
specifically designed to offer a complementary showering solution to all our
brassware ranges. With fixed drench head and a separate shower handset on an
adjustable feature riser rail, the Aras showering kits will accommodate everyone’s
preferred way of showering.

Only suitable for high pressure systems operating at 1.0 BAR and above.
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The deluxe modular mirror
panel, complete with LED
illuminated lighting
Good lighting is a
vital necessity in
any bathroom

Curved mirror panels
feature sensor activated
lighting and demister

Contemporary rectangular mirrors

Contemporary shaped mirrors and mirror cabinet

Large rectangular mirrors add more than style to your bathroom, they can also make it appear more spacious.
Our contemporary collection includes different shapes and sizes as well as some practical features for added luxury.

Gently curved and shaped mirrors introduce a softer note to the bathroom, balancing the crisp lines of the
furniture or reflecting the shape of curved cabinets.

Deluxe Magnifying mirror

Deluxe Magnifying mirror

600 x 800mm

Deluxe Curved mirror

1200 x 450mm

Deluxe
Outline
mirror

Deluxe Eclipse
mirror

1270 x 500mm
Also available without illumination

Halo Mirror
Storage unit

400 x 1000mm
450 x 1200mm
The detailed
illumination on this
mirror appears on
the face of the glass.

700 x 800mm

400 x 1200mm
Available as
pull-out unit or
hinged door

Deluxe Designer Illuminated mirror
1200 x 450mm

Deluxe Modular Offset mirror
935 x 500mm
Also available without illumination

Deluxe Designer
Illuminated mirror
600 x 800mm

Deluxe Outline
mirror
650 x 800mm
The detailed illumination
on this mirror appears on
the face of the glass.

Deluxe Arc mirror

1204 x 500mm
Also available without illumination

Deluxe Modular mirror

450 x 1200mm
500 x 1600mm
Also available without illumination

Deluxe Eclipse mirror
1000 x 450mm
1200 x 450mm

LED Illumination

Sensor-operated

Integrated de-mister

Magnification area

Integrated shaver / toothbrush socket
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Featuring LED lighting,
the sliding mirror
cabinet also offers
display shelving

Rather than
recessing the mirror
as shown here, the
cabinet can also be
fitted to the wall
Modular mirror
cabinets feature a
shaver socket which
also charges electric
toothbrushes

Classic mirrors

Classic mirror cabinets
By choosing a mirror cabinet, you benefit from a spacious mirror and plenty of concealed storage space behind it.
Ideal for keeping toiletries and medicines away from children.

Double Full
mirror unit

Single Full
mirror unit

500 x 660mm
600 x 660mm
700 x 660mm
800 x 660mm

250 x 660mm
300 x 660mm
350 x 660mm
400 x 660mm

Qube mirror
cabinet
500 x 660mm
600 x 660mm
800 x 660mm
1000 x 660mm

Modular Full
mirror unit
600 x 700mm
700 x 700mm
800 x 700mm

A large mirror is an essential item in any bathroom. Choose from framed or frameless options to suit your style.

Mirror with
towel rail

500 x 1600mm

Frameless mirror
400 x 850mm
500 x 850mm
600 x 850mm
700 x 850mm
800 x 850mm

Frameless mirror
400 x 660mm
500 x 660mm
600 x 660mm
700 x 660mm
800 x 660mm

Qube Illuminated
mirror
500 x 660mm
600 x 660mm
800 x 660mm
1200 x 660mm

Sliding mirror cabinet
1200 x 750mm
1600 x 750mm

Contemporary
Framed mirror

Can be fitted to the wall or
built into a recess.

LED Illumination

Sensor-operated

Integrated de-mister

550 x 850mm
700 x 850mm

Magnification area

Integrated shaver / toothbrush socket
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Modular mirror
cabinets feature a
shaver socket which
also charges electric
toothbrushes

Traditional mirror cabinets

Traditional mirrors

Combining classic styling with beautiful painted timber or painted timber effects, traditional mirror cabinets add
period style to the bathroom.

Our traditional framed mirrors come in a variety of sizes and finishes to suit every bathroom.

Framed mirror
Downton Single
Door mirror unit

Downton Double
Door mirror unit

550 x 696mm

650 x 696mm

Roseberry Fitted
mirror cabinet

Roseberry Modular
mirror cabinet

600 x 660mm
700 x 660mm

LED Illumination

590 x 706mm
790 x 706mm
1158 x 706mm
1558 x 706mm

Sensor-operated

Integrated de-mister

Magnification area

Integrated shaver / toothbrush socket

400 x 750mm
500 x 750mm
600 x 750mm
700 x 750mm
800 x 750mm

Roseberry
Cornice
mirror

500 x 1088mm
850 x 1088mm

Downton
Illuminated
mirror

550 x 696mm
650 x 696mm
1200 x 696mm

Roseberry
Framed
mirror

350 x 850mm
500 x 850mm
600 x 850mm
700 x 850mm
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CONTEMPORARY TILES
BRICK, CONCRETE AND STONE EFFECT

Warehouse

Street

Concrete-effect porcelain wall and floor tiles 90 x 15cm

Brick-effect porcelain wall and floor tiles 20 x 10cm

Warehouse White

Street Paprika

Street Penny

Street Cinnamon

Street Pewter

Ghetto

Hexagonal paving block-effect porcelain wall and floor tiles 27 x 24cm

Warehouse Grey

Stone-effect

Stone-effect ceramic wall tiles 59.2 x 33.3cm (Natural Créme is 59.2 x 31.6cm)

Ghetto Paprika

Ghetto Penny

Crema Canaletto

Ghetto Cinnamon

Aluminium Canaletto

Ghetto Pewter

Natural Créme
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Arctic

Metropolitan

Large ceramic feature wall tiles 70 x 25cm

Feature ceramic wall tiles

Large ceramic feature wall tiles 90.2 x 30cm

CLASSIC TILES
MONOCHROME TILES

66 x 33cm

33.3 x 20cm

Kameo Mosaic (rectified for minimal grout lines)

Aluminium Zumba

Detail ceramic wall tiles

Intricate, subtle patterns for a softer effect 33.3 x 20cm

Arctic

Arctic Waves

Metropolitan White

Metropolitan Grey

White Matrix

Kameo

Glossy Moroccan-inspired ceramic wall tiles 12 x 12cm

Linear White

Zinc White

Classic floor tiles

Can also be used on walls 44.3 x 44.3cm (Fossil is 44.5 x 44.5cm) All except Fossil are ceramic with a porcelain base.

White Kameo

Platinum Kameo

Iron Kameo

Black Kameo

Hexo

Zinc White floor tile

Crema Canaletto floor tile

Fossil floor tile (porcelain)

White Cloud floor tile

Natural Créme floor tile

Silver Cloud floor tile

Gloss hexagonal ceramic wall tiles 12 x 10cm

White Hexo

Platinum Hexo

Iron Hexo

Black Hexo
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Elm

Plank

Large wood-effect porcelain floor tiles, can also be used on walls 100 x 15cm

TRADITIONAL TILES
WOOD-EFFECT TILES

Large wood-effect porcelain floor tiles, can also be used on walls
(rectified for minimal grout lines) 101 x 24.6cm

Driftwood Plank

Frosted Elm

Hickory Plank

Chestnut Plank

Honeyed Elm

Birch Plank

Block

Medium parquet-effect porcelain floor tiles, can also be used on walls 60 x 15cm

Parquet Weathered Elm

Weathered Elm

Ash Block

Oak Block

Ebony Block
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Brick wall tiles

TRADITIONAL TILES
SUBWAY AND VINTAGE TILES

Bohemian

Glossy ceramic subway tiles 20 x 10cm

Patterned vintage tiles

60 x 60cm

44.5 x 44.5cm

White Brick

Ivory Brick

Biscuit Brick

Bohemian Beiges (porcelain) *

Taupe Brick

Grey Brick

Olive Brick

Bohemian Blues (ceramic) *

Vintage

Small patterned vintage tiles 20 x 20cm

Vintage Greys (porcelain) **
Mink Brick

Mustard Brick

Rustic Brick & Briquette wall tiles

Gloss textured subway-style ceramic wall tiles 30 x 10cm / 15 x 7.5cm
Vintage Hues (porcelain) **

Vintage Fleur (ceramic)
Rustic White

Rustic Magnolia

Rustic Smoked

Rustic Truffle

Rustic Persian
* Supplied as a random mix of up to four different pattern types. We cannot guarantee the mix supplied.
** Supplied as a random mix of up to 27 individual pattern types. We cannot guarantee the mix supplied.
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WORKTOPS
INTRODUCTION

Utopia worktops at a glance
28mm chamfer edge
Chalkboard solid surface

20mm, 28mm & 50mm Solid Surface worktops
The ultimate finishing touch, bespoke solid surface worktops are hand-made in our UK factory
to your exact requirements and make for a truly spectacular centrepiece.

20mm inverted chamfer
Moonscape solid surface
Polaris White*∆

Glacial White*

Ice

Snowstorm

Coconut Cream

Alabaster Beige

Ivory Quartz

Moonscape ∆

Chocolate Fudge

Black Earth*

Noir*

Chalkboard

Mineral Slate

Silver Grey Shimmer

∆

Only available as a 20mm Inverted Chamfer worktop

* Available as a 50mm symmetry solid surface worktop option

Solid Surface edge options

WORKTOPS
S O L I D S U R F A C E • L A M I N AT E

Chamfered Edge detail

Pencil Edge detail

Inverted Chamfer Edge detail
(20mm only)

28mm & 50mm laminate worktops
A versatile, cost-effective worktop solution suitable for semi-recessed, sit-on and drop-in washbasins.

White

White Gloss*

Aragon Flint*

Fossil Marble Gloss

Storm Marble Gloss

Topaz Sparkle Gloss

Brown Sandstone
Gloss

Canyon Granite
Gloss

Tula Bronze Gloss

Sparkling Black
Gloss

Midnight Grey
Gloss**

Eton Oak*

Golden Oak*

Teak Block

Havana Block

Durham Oak*

28mm chamfered edge
Silver Grey Shimmer
28mm pencil edge
Ivory Quartz

Grey Brown Linear*

Cordoba Olive*

Walnut*

All worktops are available as 28mm, apart from midnight grey gloss

Liquorice Stripe

*50mm worktop finish options

Black Linear*

**50mm worktop finish only
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WORKTOPS
SOLID SURFACE WORKTOPS

A luxurious solid surface
inset basin

New inverted chamfer
edge profile

The epitome of luxury, every
solid surface worktop is
carefully finished by hand

28mm Snowstorm solid
surface featuring a
chamfer edge profile

For a luxurious bathroom
worktop choose solid surface
with twin inset basins

Ivory Quartz chamfered
edge detail

28mm chamfered edge
solid surface in stunning
Silver Grey Shimmer

Luxury solid surface inset
basins ready for fabrication
into a worktop

Solid Surface Worktops

Proudly hand-crafted in the UK...
From drawing to delivery, your Utopia solid surface worktop is in the
hands of real craftsmen. Almost three decades of experience and
investment means your worktop is sure to be a real centrepiece in
your finished bathroom.

truly be

Solid surface is the perfect, seamless, luxury material for a busy bathroom
environment. Ideal for worksurfaces and inset basins, solid surface is also very
versatile so you can add curves or a striking edge profile. Every item of solid
surface is hand-made to order – it really is the ultimate in personalised luxury.

spoke...

...hand-fini

shed
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WORKTOPS
SOLID SURFACE WORKTOPS
Get creative with solid
surface - a low-level shelf is
ideal for keeping toiletries
close at hand while bathing
Polaris White 20mm
marble effect solid
surface

28mm Chalkboard
solid surface

28mm pencil edged
Snowstorm luxury
solid surface

Snowstorm solid
surface looks fabulous
with Vintage Grey tiles

Create a feature
step by cladding
it in solid surface

The ultimate in luxury,
the Sensuelle bath
inset into stunning
solid surface

Create open shelf storage
with sensational solid
surface worktops above and
below Geo Store units

Most popular solid surface worktop finishes

Solid Surface - truly versatile
Beautiful in both looks and finish, solid surface worktops are completely
non-porous and extremely durable. Be as creative as you like – why not use it for
co-ordinating shelving, a stylish and practical upstand or step, or even as a
bath surround for the ultimate in luxurious bathing.

Glacial White

Coconut Cream

Ivory Quartz

Silver Grey Shimmer

Noir
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WORKTOPS
LAMINATE WORKTOPS

28mm Topaz Sparkle Gloss
laminate worktop perfectly
complements the English
Duck Egg finish

50mm laminate
worktop and shelves
in Durham Oak

50mm laminate worktop
in Durham Oak, a perfect
complement to Symmetry
furniture in Cocoa Gloss

28mm Brown Sandstone
Gloss laminate worktop

Most popular laminate worktop finishes

Tula Bronze Gloss

Durham Oak

Fossil Marble Gloss

Laminate Worktops

Eton Oak

Topaz Sparkle Gloss

Your worktop can either blend seamlessly and unobtrusively with your
furniture or it can be a design feature in itself - so decide whether you want
it to co-ordinate or contrast with your furniture.
28mm laminate worktop is the classic choice to add the finishing touch
to your bathroom whereas 50mm worktop can be used for feature i-Line
Fitted and Modular framing and to make a definite style statement.
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ACCESSORIES
FINISHING TOUCHES

Quantum Accessories

Palermo Accessories

Clean and contemporary - the Quantum accessory range is best suited to more
modern ranges. Try it with Geo, You, Halo or any other modular range.

Traditional elegance with a hint of industrial chic - Palermo accessories look great
with Roseberry, Downton and Original Fitted furniture.

quantum robe hook
65 x 40 x 10mm

quantum toilet roll holder
140 x 35 x 75mm

quantum towel rail
600 x 75 x 30mm

quantum towel ring
220 x 75 x 30mm

palermo toilet roll holder
180 x 75 x 30mm

palermo robe hook
60 x 45 x 30mm

palermo towel rail
660 x 70 x 30mm

quantum glass shelf
500 x 130 x 30mm

palermo towel ring
200 x 113 x 73mm

palermo glass shelf
530 x 140 x 30mm

Spa Accessories
Classic styling makes Spa our most versatile and universally-appealing
range - it simply goes with everything! We recommend teaming Spa with
Original Fitted, Downton, Roseberry or Symmetry.

spa robe hook
18 x 18 x 28mm

Quantum Towel Ring

spa toilet roll holder
165 x 25 x 75mm
spa towel ring
168 x 170 x 38mm

spa glass shelf
460 x 165 x 38mm

spa towel rail
628 x 25 x 75mm
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BATHROOM SELECTOR
DOOR, CARCASS AND FRAMING FINISHES

Furniture range door, carcass and framing colours matrix
Choose your door, carcass and framing finishes by range

i-Line Modular 50mm framing

i-Line Modular door finishes

You carcass finishes

You door finishes

Roseberry Modular finishes

Geo Store carcass finishes

Geo Store door finishes

Qube

Halo**

Symmetry 16mm cladding

Symmetry door finishes

Downton**

Roseberry Fitted finishes

Fitted i-Line 50mm framing

Fitted carcass finishes

Fitted door finishes*

i-Line Modular 50mm framing

i-Line Modular door finishes

You carcass finishes

You door finishes

Roseberry Modular finishes

Geo Store carcass finishes

Geo Store door finishes

Qube

Halo**

Symmetry 16mm cladding

Symmetry door finishes

Downton**

Roseberry Fitted finishes

Carcass

Fitted i-Line 50mm framing

Fascia

Original Fitted carcass finishes

Doors

Original Fitted door finishes*

Use the following pages to select your finishes. Finding it difficult to imagine the finish
combination for your new bathroom? Head over to utopiagroup.com/visualise where you
can customise several typical layouts with your choice of doors, carcass, worktops, tile
finishes and even wall paint colour.

White Linear
Grey Brown Linear

White

Black Linear
White Gloss

Cordoba Olive

∆

Eton Oak

Ivory

Golden Oak
Ivory Gloss

Durham Oak
Walnut

Tuscan Gloss

English White
Aragon Flint

English Parchment
English Sage

Aragon Flint Gloss

English Duck Egg
Teal

English Grey

Aubergine Gloss
Cocoa Gloss
Parchment Gloss
Midnight Grey Gloss

∆

* Including i-Line Fitted Furniture - choose your framing finish from column 3.
** The carcass matches the door
∆ All carcasses are in price group a apart from gloss finishes which are in price group b

new

Cotton White

new

Clotted Cream

new

Blue Lagoon

new

Dove Grey

new

Peacock Blue

new

London Grey

Horizontal woodgrain

Vertical woodgrain
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50

28

50

50

28

100

28

28

28

100

28

28

28

28

Glacial White

28

28

28

Ice

28

28

28

Coconut Cream

28

28

Snowstorm

28

Solid surface worktops

Symmetry

You and i-Line Modular

Roseberry Modular

Geo

50

Roseberry Modular

28

50

Geo

Aragon Flint

28

Halo

28

28

Downton*

50

100

Roseberry Fitted

28

20

Original Fitted and
i-Line Fitted

White Gloss

Halo

28

Symmetry

28

White

Downton

Roseberry Fitted

Laminate worktops

Original Fitted and
i-Line Fitted

Worktop colours

28

50

Fossil Marble Gloss

28

28

28

Storm Marble Gloss

28

28

28

Topaz Sparkle Gloss

28

28

28

Alabaster Beige

28

28

28

28

100

28

Brown Sandstone Gloss

28

28

28

Ivory Quartz

28

28

28

28

100

28

Canyon Granite Gloss

28

28

28

Chocolate Fudge

28

28

28

28

100

28

Tula Bronze Gloss

28

28

Sparkling Black Gloss

28

28

Black Earth

28

28

28

28

50

20

100

28

Noir

28

28

28

28

50

20

100

28

Chalkboard

28

28

28

28

Mineral Slate

28

28

28

28

100

28

Silver Grey Shimmer

28

28

28

28

100

28

new

Polaris White

20

20

20

20

20

new

Moonscape

20

20

20

20

20

Eton Oak

28

50

28

Golden Oak

28

50

28

28

28

28

28

Havana Block

28

28

28
28

28

50

28

Grey Brown Linear

28

50

Cordoba Olive

28

Walnut

28

Liquorice Stripe
Black Linear
Midnight Grey Gloss

50

28

50

50

50

28

50

50

50

28

50

50

28

50

20mm marble effect solid surface worktop

28

28mm worktop

50mm worktop

28

28

50

20

50

50

50

28
28

50

50

Teak Block

Durham Oak

new

100

20

50

50

50

50

new

You and i-Line Modular

BATHROOM SELECTOR
SOLID SURFACE AND LAMINATE FINISHES

28

28

* Please note: the 600mm, 700mm and 1200mm wide Downton vanity units with an undermount basin are only
available with a 20mm solid surface worktop, all other Downton units are supplied with a 28mm solid surface worktop.
Downtown solid surface worktops are supplied only with a chamfered edge.

20mm worktop

100mm worktop
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Nadia Chrome Bar
Nadia Chrome Bow
Nadia Chrome Quill
Bold Wave Satin handle
Bold Wave Chrome handle
Sienna Chrome Bar
Black Gloss Curved Bar
Straight Bar Chrome
Chrome Square Flat Bar handle
Chrome Square Chrome/satin
Bold Chrome Square handle
Modern Chrome knob
Large Square Chrome T knob
Crackle Bar
Crackle Button
Classic Crystal knob
Chrome Round knob
Crackle Chrome Bar
Chrome Button knob
Crystal Cylindrical knob

Dedicated handles
Bella (not shown)
Luca (not shown)
Halo (not shown)
Symmetry handle

Modular handles
Modular Tube Chrome
Modular Square Chrome
Bold Wave Chrome
Bold Wave Satin
Bold Chrome Square
Chrome Cup handle*

Handles are factory-fitted as standard. Other handles may be ordered and are supplied separately,
please specify handle un-drilled at time of ordering.

Henley Timber Modular

i-Line Modular

You

Roseberry Modular

Geo

Halo

Symmetry

Downton Classical

Downton Shaker

Roseberry Fitted

Henley Timber Fitted

Nadia

Clara

Luca

Bella

Amelia

Fitted handles

Sophia

Handles

Terms and Conditions
GENERAL
The colours and finishes in this brochure may vary from the actual products
supplied, due to the reproduction of colours in printing. Colour samples of
door foils, worktops and tiles are available from (1) your retailer (2) online at
www.utopiagroup.com
(3) customer services on 01902 406402.
MFC carcass samples are not available. Samples sent to replicate units made
using MFC carcass may differ slightly from the actual finish. Please ask your
retailer for further information.
The sizes of all products stated are all approximate, though we try to ensure
that all of our sizes are represented as accurately as possible.
All bathrooms should be well ventilated using suitable air extraction. Product
failures caused as a result of inadequate ventilation are not covered by the
terms of our guarantee and warranty. Please refer to your nearest bathroom
specialist for detailed advice.

MINERALCAST PRODUCTS
Mineralcast products carry a 5 year guarantee and are supplied with a 2%
dimensional tolerance.

GENERAL GUARANTEE TERMS
Our general terms and guarantee terms are set out below. Please refer to
individual product sections for specific conditions and guarantee terms.
General guarantee:
1. Applies when:
1.1 products are installed correctly in accordance with our fitting
instructions and are for domestic use in a room with suitable ventilation;
1.2 cisterns and taps are fitted in accordance with current local
and national water regulations;
1.3 furniture is not used in a wet room environment or in frequent
direct contact with water;
1.4 Solid Surface products have been stored correctly in
accordance with our packaging instructions – specifically these must be stored
flat at normal room temperature prior to installation to avoid any distortion.
2. In the event of a product failure within the guarantee period (from the date
of purchase) Utopia will supply a free of charge replacement for the failed
item. If that part is no longer available, a nearest equivalent replacement will
be supplied.
Our guarantee is limited to the products supplied and does not cover any
associated installation costs, consequential loss or damage claims.
3. The terms of this guarantee do not affect consumer’s statutory rights.
4. Any guarantee is limited to the original purchaser, is non-transferable and
does not cover the purchase of ex-display items.
5. To obtain replacement parts in accordance with the terms of this
guarantee, please contact the retailer who supplied the products.
6. Product guarantees may be invalidated through incorrect care and
maintenance procedures. These are contained in the original product
packaging and are available from our customer services department on 01902
406402.
7. All electrical installations must be carried out by a suitably qualified
electrician. Your guarantee does not cover products incorrectly installed.

SANITARYWARE
Utopia sanitaryware carries a lifetime guarantee against
manufacturing defects and are supplied with a 2% dimensional tolerance.
Installation must be in accordance with the instructions provided and failure
to comply with these may invalidate the guarantee.
In respect of wall-hung products, recommended fixing brackets and frames
must be used. These are not included with our wall-hung pans.

BATHROOM FURNITURE
Utopia furniture has been specifically designed and manufactured for
performance in general bathroom use and carries a 5 year guarantee. All
bathroom furniture will deteriorate through prolonged periods of exposure to
high levels of condensation and all bathrooms must be adequately ventilated
using suitable extraction to avoid this. Failure to ensure adequate ventilation
may invalidate your guarantee.
Bathroom furniture is not specified or designed for use in areas of high or
regular direct contact with water, particularly in wet room environments or
where direct and/or regular water contact is prevalent. Any guarantee does
not extend to this use.
In respect of furniture containing electrical components, these items are
unsuitable for zones 0, 1 & 2 installations. If you are in any doubt, please
consult a qualified electrician.
MIRRORS AND MIRROR CABINETS
With proper care and maintenance your mirrors will retain a beautiful shine
for years to come. The best and safest way to clean your mirror is to use only
warm water or pH neutral cleaner with a soft clean cloth. Never use a dirty or
gritty cloth. Never spray directly onto the mirror. Instead apply warm water or
pH neutral cleaner first to the soft clean cloth. Never use an acid or alkaline
based cleaner.
SOLID SURFACE PRODUCTS
Solid Surface products are fabricated and finished by hand to individual
order requirements and carry a 5 year guarantee. We strongly recommend
you agree the measurements of any Solid Surface items against our order
confirmation, as it may not be possible to make further amendments to
orders after this stage, at which point any order becomes chargeable in full.
In the event that amendments are possible, charges may apply based on the
stage of manufacturing completion at that time.

BATHS
Baths are supplied with a 30 year guarantee against manufacturing defects.
All baths are supplied undrilled. All baths are manufactured and supplied
using high quality 5mm cell cast acrylic, are fully reinforced with Resinite
technology and are delivered with a protective film to prevent scratching.
SHOWER SCREENS
All shower screens are supplied with a 5 year guarantee against
manufacturing defects. All shower screens are supplied with toughened glass.
These products can be susceptible to damage during installation and any
product faults must be reported prior to installation.

TOILET SEATS
A 2 year guarantee applies to all toilet seats and related components. It is
the responsibility of the individual to ensure that suitable cleaning products
are used. Do not use abrasive cleaning products or those cleaning products
that contain chlorine or acids, as these may cause yellowing or peeling of the
material. After cleaning, wipe the seat with a well wrung-out cloth. Leave the
seat and lid up whenever strong cleaning products are left in the bowl of the
WC pan to prevent damage from vapours.
CONCEALED CISTERNS
Concealed cisterns carry a 2 year guarantee against manufacturing defects.
It is the responsibility of the individual installer to ensure that these products
are fitted correctly and in line with the instructions provided.
BRASSWARE
Brassware ranges operate at both high and low pressure up to a maximum of
3 BAR and carry a 10 year guarantee on brassware and a 5 year guarantee on
cartridges against manufacturer defects.
TILES
Our tile collection contains both wall and floor tiles. Please note that wall tiles
are unsuitable for use on floors. Due to the reproduction of colours in printing
across different batches, sample tiles may differ slightly from the actual tiles
supplied.
In line with our re-stocking policy, a minimum of two full, unopened boxes can
be returned, subject to the tiles and packaging being in resaleable condition. A
15% re-stocking charge applies.
COMMERCIAL APPLICATIONS
A 12 month guarantee applies to all products fitted in a commercial
environment.
OUR ENVIRONMENTAL COMMITMENT
Our manufacturing process is green at heart. Sustainability is high on our
agenda and we strive to make the least environmental impact. From the wood
we use, the energy we consume, to our transport logistics, we take care to
ensure we operate as responsibly as possible.
The information contained in this brochure is correct at the time of print
as of November 2016. However, we reserve the right to alter materials and
specifications in line with our continuing programme of product and service
development.
OUR CONTACT DETAILS
Utopia Furniture Group Limited,
Springvale Avenue,
Wolverhampton,
United Kingdom,
WV14 0QL
Tel
01902 406400
Customer Services
01902 406402
Fax
01902 406401
Email
info@utopiagroup.com

* Only available with Roseberry Modular drawer units.
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